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FROM THE CHAIR

Lead me to success

H

appy May, friends! This month's magazine

Our technology upgrade is well under way! The

theme is "Lead me to success," and I am

projectors and screens have been installed in the large

over the moon excited about it. I hope you

meeting room. Much more is ordered and in various

will take a moment to enjoy the updates I will provide

stages of the delivery process. I hope you will find the

you this month as things have really progressed as we

new technology in our building to be something you

work to ELEVATE your Association in 2022.

are proud of and get to enjoy.

Author Leroy Eimes said, "A leader is one who
sees more than others see, who sees farther
Barbara Sgueglia

2022 HRRA
Chairman of the
Board

than others see, and who sees before
others see.”

We have listed for rent several suites in the
Business Park Drive property. Most are turn-key
and ready to move-in. As the Virginia
Department

of

Transportation

interstate project nears its end,
The foresight
our building becomes more
our staff and
positioning itself incredibly
desirable. Please keep it
leadership have, as
well to weather any storm
in mind if you represent
well as the ability
that comes and to solidify
commercial tenants.
to problem solve,
its place ahead of whatever
Last month, we hosted
strategize and forecast,
may come. The foresight
several great forums to help
is phenomenal. We are
our staff and leadership
develop leadership skills.
prepared
for
the
future
have, as well as the ability
We spent time learning
and working to
to problem solve, strategize
about benefits of membership
ELEVATE every
and forecast, is phenomenal.
in the National Association
single day.
We are prepared for the future
of REALTORS as well as state
I completely agree! I believe

that

this

Association

is

®

and working to ELEVATE every
single day.
This Association is full of incredible leaders,

and local benefits and many other
pertinent topics. To name a few, among
the huge hits were the Fair Housing Forum, the

leader benefits and opportunities to help others. Last

Property Management & Leasing Council Forum and

month, we celebrated the coveted Circle of Excellencesm

the HRRA Foundation REALTORS® Have a Heart

Awards. What an amazing time! I hope you found

volunteer event at Edmarc Hospice for Children.

the new format to be enjoyable. The committee and

This month, the Young Professional Network

staff worked VERY hard to pull off an amazing event.

offers a great forum on “Giving You an Edge in a

HUGE thanks go to them. And HUGE congrats to

Seller’s Market,” attorney Chip Dicks hosts the

ALL the winners!

annual Virginia Residential Landlord & Tenant Act

I am thrilled to announce that our staff has

Seminar, Adorna Carroll leads the SRS Designation

worked very hard and has brought back the online

Course, Resale Council teaches you “How to Help

Alpha School of Real Estate options for new licensees

Your Client Deal with the Pain of Losing Out,” the

and for post-license education. In the coming weeks,

Affiliates Council holds the second annual Mini Golf

our staff will have more of our classes up and running.

Tournament and more!

After nearly two years without the online option,

Our Candidate Institute is a HUGE hit and has

we are thrilled to offer this benefit. We will need your

the attention of national leaders! What an incredible

help in spreading the word. Remember, income from

group of leaders and what an amazing program! Last

the school translates to member benefits for YOU!

month, local mayors and city council members along
(continued on page 41...)
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CEO CORNER

“Together we stand, divided
we fall.”

T

his month’s magazine theme is “Lead Me to

At this time NAR began in earnest its long history of

Success.” I have often reflected on the concept

legislative advocacy.

of organized real estate. Why, back in 1908,

did a group of real estate agents band together?

The end of World War I brought about a housing
boom, but unfortunately this was followed by the

The National Association of REALTORS® (NAR)

Great Depression. During the Great Depression,

was founded as the National Association of Real

NAR worked closely with the federal government,

Estate Exchanges on May 12, 1908, in Chicago. With

formulating a series of measures to begin the path

120 founding members, 19 boards and one state

to economic recovery. Homeownership would lead the

Dr. Dawn Kennedy,

association, the National Association of Real Estate

nation out of the Depression.

CAE, RCE, C2EX,

Exchanges' objective was "to unite the real estate

GREEN, ePRO

men of America for the purpose of effectively

HRRA CEO

exerting
upon

a

combined

matters

influence

affecting

real

estate interests."
These people were not
geographically close. The
Association's
boards
located

founding

included
in

those

Baltimore;

Bellingham, Washington;
Chicago;

Cincinnati;

Cleveland;

Detroit;

Duluth and St. Paul, both
in Minnesota; Gary, Indiana;

homes is both the foundation of a solid
economic and social system and a

President Herbert
Hoover stated, “The
present large proportion of
families that own their own
homes is both the foundation
of a solid economic and
social system and a
guarantee that our society
will continue to develop
rationally as changing
conditions demand”
(Daily Beast, 2018).

Kansas City, Missouri.; Los
Angeles; Milwaukee; Minneapolis;
Omaha, Nebraska; Philadelphia; St.

guarantee that our society will
continue to develop rationally as
changing

conditions

demand”

(Daily Beast, 2018).
In 1934, NAR President
Hugh

Potter

put

the

full

weight of NAR behind the
Housing Act, which allowed
the FHA to insure mortgages.
NAR

also

advocated

for

a

central mortgage bank that could
consistently provide mortgage funds

at low interest rates, and was influential
in creating Fannie Mae, allowing banks to

Louis; Seattle; Sioux City, Iowa; and Tacoma,

free up capital while people were paying down their

Washington. It also included the California State

home mortgages.

Realty Federation (now the California Association
of REALTORS ).
®

Today, NAR continues to push for governmentsponsored enterprises (GSE) reform in order to revise

Since 1908, the Association meets regularly,

the country’s housing finance system so that the GSEs

bringing together members from across the United

could never endanger the country’s financial stability

States and its territories. They join together to lead

again, as it did during the crash of 2008.

not just each other but a nation.

It only takes a moment to review NAR’s

Leadership in real estate advocacy has been

legislative agenda (https://narfocus.com/billdatabase/

the cornerstone of our nation’s growth. NAR began

clientfiles/172/21/3628.pdf) to realize how much we,

producing a journal, National Real Estate Journal,

as an organized group of practitioners, influence the

in 1910 to educate its members. The early leaders’

laws and economy of this great nation. However, we

primary focus was establishing standardization in

must never forget that our strength is in our numbers.

practices and formulating and pushing licensing laws.

4

President Herbert Hoover stated, “The present
large proportion of families that own their own
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(continued on page 41...)

A Picture is Worth 1,000 Words
RECENT PHOTOS OF HRRA MEMBERS AND EVENTS

Forum-goers travel real estate’s digital highway
Are you making the most of technology and REALTOR® benefits to build and support your real estate business? April’s HRRA Government
Affairs-REALTOR®/Lawyer Joint Forum attendees traveled the digital highway for an exploration of how to leverage technology (and avoid
pitfalls) as well as National Association of REALTORS®, Virginia REALTORS® and HRRA benefits to their advantage. They also heard
another fascinating Legal Corner case. Special thanks to panelists Barbara Sgueglia, Hunter Hanger and John Faber for their expertise,
and to sponsors Atlantic Bay Mortgage Group, Dragas Companies, C&F Mortgage, VA Wholesale Mortgage and Wells Fargo Home Mortgage.
– Victoria Hecht, Vice President of Communications, Public Relations and Media Relations
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Counting on service

L

eave it to the “numbers person” to write

what we do, and once again, our service is what sets

something about counting. But it’s not what

us apart.

you think!

We are counted upon to go above and beyond,

At a recent event gathering of a select group of

every day. Sometimes the rewards of those efforts

brokers and MLS chiefs from across the country, a

take a while to show up. That’s OK. We still know it is

number of discussions ensued over the future of our

the right way to do business.  

business. I was fortunate enough to be among the

An agent of mine saw good clients (friends of the

few who were gathered, and it was great to hear

agent and friends of mine) through several sales in a

Jay Mitchell, ABR,

from people who think deep thoughts about real

AHWD, C2EX, CRB,

estate. Most of us have little time for

CRS, e-PRO, GRI,
MRP, RSPS, SFR,
SRES

deep thoughts since we are happily
mired in doing a lot of business
these days.  

2022 Vice ChairFinance

Over
cocktails,

breakfast,
dinners

lunch,
and

a

variety of truly fascinating
sessions about the real estate
industry, one thing rang true.
The one thing we (and
all

of

the

deep

thinkers)

know is that our clients and
customers

and

vendors

and

business partners are counting on

in that list, there was a piece of personal
property still in the attic. The sellers

The one thing
had long since moved out of the
we (and all of the
property and were someplace
deep thinkers) know
where
they
could
not
is that our clients and
really take delivery. What
customers and vendors
to do?
and business partners
It’s heavy! But we
are counting on service.
wrestled it out of the attic
Great service. From us.
of a large two-story home,
The relationship business
brought it back to the office,
is still alive and well.
and promised the seller we
Without it, we are
would keep it until they could
nowhere.
take delivery.  

service. Great service. From us. The

More than four years later, the piece

relationship business is still alive and well.
Without it, we are nowhere.  

(pictured) is now out of the office closet
and in my personal office. Now they can receive it,

Some of those deep thinkers have tried grand

and I will personally deliver it to them as they feather

experiments that have, if not failed, at least not gone

their new nest. My reward for delivering? First of all,

as well as they would have expected…or counted on.

I’ll feel good about what we did for them, and I’ll likely

In part, because they did not count on service being

get a nice dinner at delivery.  

the primary driver of much of our business.
That level of service is simply something their
business model(s) could not and cannot provide.
As one company executive put it, “We are better at
aggregating information than we are at tearing
out

carpet,

painting

walls

and

shepherding

inspections.” Precisely.  
Instead, we do that. As REALTORS®, we don’t give
up on anyone. I’ve heard more than a few tales that
make me think we’ve been pretty close sometimes…
but we push on and on and go above and beyond to
serve the people we work with.
It is how we make our living. And we work to live.
We don’t live to work. But we also have to live with

6

short period of time. At the closing of the final sale
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Even without dinner, I’d do it, because they are
counting on service, and That’s Who We R!

⌂

Lead me to leads, please!

I

t’s hard to find a property management company

your sphere of influence. Keep in mind that this isn’t

that hasn’t seen a massive inventory loss stem-

just your friends and family. There are agents in your

ming from the culmination of increased sales

office you barely know and who don’t work in property

prices and the termination of the eviction moratorium

management. Every closing that they have is a new

last year.

opportunity for you in a few years.

Once landlords were finally able to evict, they were

You should always be selling yourself and the

eager to sell to recoup their losses, so they couldn’t

opportunities that you can provide for their clients.

run away from property management fast
Phil Kazmierczak

Moderator, Property
Management and
Leasing Council

Referral programs work great. An agent

enough! Because of this selloff, some
property management companies
are down up to 40% or more of
their inventory, and that’s after
not recovering overdue rent,
which means management
fees

that

they

may

never recover.
So,

what

now?

How

do you rebuild what you’ve
lost? I look at this like an
opportunity.
The landlords that decided to

provides you with the lead, and you

give it back to them when it’s time
Because of
to sell. It’s a win/win/win for the
this selloff, some
agent, you and the client.
property management
companies are down up
Networking
to 40% or more of their
For 18 months we were
inventory, and that’s
all cooped up inside with
after not recovering
not much to do. Now that
overdue rent, which
our first spring is here with
means management
COVID waning, it’s time to
fees that they may
get back out there and host a
never recover.
networking event. It doesn’t need

sell have been investment property
owners for a long time and were ready
to get out.

to be big, and it certainly doesn’t
need to be expensive.
Get some friends and clients together for

The ones that are investing right now or are

a wine tasting or brewery visit. These personal

newer at it are serious investors who know the market

connections generally won’t give you instant lead

fluctuates. This is fantastic for us because we can

flow, but attendees will think of you when they know

truly provide our personal experiences with the highs

someone who needs property management.

and lows of the market and share that knowledge

It’s all about keeping your name and services

with our clients. And that is the baseline for growing

fresh in their mind. You can do a monthly or quarterly

your business.

update email or a personal note in the mail.

Communication

Cold calling

With every prospective client you speak with, be

Last, but certainly not least, is cold calling For

confident in the information you’re providing. Many

Rent By Owner listings. These are landlords who,

are first-time landlords and nervous because of the

for whatever reason, think they can do it all on their

horror stories they’ve heard (and we’ve gone through.)

own. You’re going to want to develop a solid script

They need to be reassured that when things do get

with responses to the obstacles that they are going to

crazy, you can handle it because you’ve been through it

throw at you. When you are speaking with someone

before or have the resources to get necessary answers.

who thinks they are the expert, you need to show

You ask, “But, Phil, how do I get property
management leads in the first place?”

them the evidence that actually YOU are the expert.
Lead generation isn’t for the passive real estate

Glad you asked! You can try to play the search

agent. There are always going to be landlords looking

engine optimization game, but if you don’t have the

to sell, so you need to work on lead generation every

resources to do that, the first thing to do is to work

day. Good luck!

⌂
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Life’s a beach! And the winner is…
April 1’s drawing for the Dream OBX Vacation (a donated week’s stay at the beautiful Outer Banks beach cottage owned
by Chairman of the Board Barbara Sgueglia) was held live on Facebook. And – no fooling! – the grand prize winner
was RPAC Fundraising Committee chair Mary Ross Ellsworth, who worked hard to make the REALTORS® Political
Action Committee fundraiser a success. Mary Ross couldn’t be on hand, so Barbara, HRRA CEO Dr. Dawn Kennedy
and RPAC’s staff liaison, public affairs coordinator Nicole Valencia, conducted the drawing. The winner of a $100
gift card was Dawn, and the winner of a $50 gift card was Rob Waring. Congrats to all winners! Special thanks to
all who participated in the Dream OBX Vacation contest and to Barbara for generously donating use of her cottage.
Stay tuned for more exciting RPAC news. – Victoria Hecht, Vice President of Communications, Public Relations and
Media Relations
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Hampton Roads Industrial
Market Report

I
JC Wynkoop

Moderator,
Commercial Council

of a 2-million-square-foot juice-processing facility,
t was a banner year for the Hampton Roads
and an undisclosed Fortune Top 50 retailer signed a
industrial market. The region experienced
lease at Virginia Port Logistics Park in Suffolk for a
increased demand across all sizes ranges. Here
1.5-million-square-foot import facility.
are a few key reasons for the market success.
Several build-to-suit and speculative projects
According to a recent Society of Industrial
were delivered to market throughout the year. A couple
and Office Realtors article, as nationwide vacancy
major projects include Amazon’s 3.8-millionrates for industrial properties keep registering
square-foot robotics fulfillment center
record lows and pricing for those assets
in Suffolk and 637,000-square-foot
skyrocket, brokers and developers are
import facility in Chesapeake as
devising creative strategies to meet
Hampton Roads
well as Equus’ 350,000-squarethe insatiable demand for space
foot build-to-suit for Massimo
fueled by the ecommerce boom
ended 2021 with a
Zanetti.
and supply chain issues.
staggeringly low 1.5%
The Port of Virginia posted
Although rents grew
vacancy rate. Demand
its most productive year on
sharply (nearly 10% over
record. It continues to move
the 2020 rates), rates could
has been relentless the
record amounts of cargo.
increase as much as 40% in
entire year due to limited
In 2021, the monthly volume
certain categories, according
supply and historically
of Twenty-Foot Equivalent
to industry experts.
Units (the approximate unit
Hampton Roads ended
low-interest rates. The
of measure of a container)
2021 with a staggeringly low
inventory has been
exceeded that of previous years.
1.5% vacancy rate. Demand has
extremely tight.
The International Monetary Fund
been relentless the entire year due
projects that the global economy
to limited supply and historically
will increase by more than 5% in 2022
low-interest rates. The inventory has
and will likely continue a strong expansion
been extremely tight.
in 2023.
It was not uncommon for landlords and sellers
A global expansion would fuel more traffic
to receive multiple offers shortthrough the port, benefiting the region’s economy.
ly after bringing a property to
The challenge of the port, Hampton Roads and
market, many times resulting
Virginia is to gain market share and to increase
in completed transactions above
intermediate imports.
the asking price.
Hampton Roads’ economy should see a significant
Development of new indusboost over the next few years as these new projects
trial projects exploded with over
seek to hire their workforces, and the port continues
4.3 million square feet of new
to deliver more goods to our region.
product under construction.
Much of the data above was taken directly from the
New Jersey-based Global
ODU E.V. Williams Center for Real Estate - Hampton
Concentrate acquired 170 acres
Roads Real Estate Market Review & Forecast. ⌂
at Pretlow Industrial Park in
Franklin for the construction

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • May 2022
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Manager vs. leader

A

bout a year ago, I started listening to Brené

Leaders are visionaries and innovators. They

Brown's podcasts, “Dare to Lead” and “Un-

see things from a broader, long-range perspective.

locking Us.” The podcasts prompted me to

Leaders are brave. It takes courage to challenge the

buy her book, “Dare to Lead.” My "want-to-read" list

status quo systems that have always been in place.

on Goodreads is now full thanks to her interviews of

It’s one thing to challenge the system, but how do

brilliant scholars and researchers, who study the art

you plan to implement the changes you want to see?

of leadership and management.

Do you have a plan?

A year ago, I had no idea there was
Monique McClellan

a difference between a manager
and a leader. I thought if

Moderator, New

someone was a manager, that

Homes Council

meant they were a leader and
vice versa. Let me tell you,
I was wrong. Let me back
up. There are some people
who

are

both,

managers

and leaders. But there are
some people who are excellent
managers but struggle to lead

Leaders lead with their hearts, and

To be truly
effective, a leader
needs to know how
to manage, and a
manager needs to
know how to lead
which is easier
said than done.

and there are innovative leaders

see the strengths in others and
find ways to enhance those
strengths to move that person
to the next level.
To be an effective leader, you
need to be able to manage the
vision. For some of us, this is
a difficult task! That's where
the management skills come
in. To be truly effective, a leader
needs to know how to manage, and

who struggle to manage.
If you think about it, agents embody

they are invested in others. They

a manager needs to know how to lead
which is easier said than done.

characteristics of someone who "manages.” As agents,

Mark your calendars! We are beyond excited

we manage our clients through the buying and selling

to announce the New Homes Council is hosting an

process. We schedule the photographers, showings,

“Anatomy of a Home” class on May 24 at HRRA and

inspections, and walk-throughs. We administer the

on site in Hickory Manor. This is a collaborative

listing and contract documents utilizing the systems

effort between Jeff Ainslie of The Ainslie Group and

we have in place.

Dragas Companies.

It sounds almost robotic, but we know there's also

Ainslie will teach the course, during which you

an emotional component to what we do. We aren't just

will learn about building codes, surveys, site plans,

dealing with transactions and numbers; there are

raised solid foundations vs. crawl space, advanced

people involved. We focus on the people involved in

framing techniques, wall sheathing, roofing materials,

our transactions, which is one of the things effective

windows, doors, landscaping and more. Part of the

managers/leaders do.

course will be taught at HRRA, and then we go on a

One of my favorite quotes from the book “Dare

field trip where will tour homes under various stages

to Lead” is, "I define a leader as anyone who takes

of construction. Be sure to wear comfortable, close-

responsibility for finding the potential in people and

toed shoes for the construction portion of the tour.

processes, and who has the courage to develop that
potential."

Learn more and register now at HRRA.com/
new-homes.

⌂

Nevermind asking for recommendations on social media...
Your search ends here! “Find an Affiliate” at HRRA.com
Hampton Roads REALTOR® • May 2022
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How to become successful and
STAY successful

A
Ashley McDougal

Chair, REALTOR®/
Lawyer Committee

s real estate agents, our success is most often
and your career, here are four things that you can do
judged by the volume of our sales and how
to set yourself up for achieving success:
much commission we take home. There
is no doubt that money is important. We
•
Consistency and follow-through.
need it to live and support ourselves
There is a great saying, “The harder I
and our families.
work, the luckier I get.” I love this
Follow up
However, we are human,
quote because we often attribute
with every client or
and, as complex beings, we also
success, at least partly, to
potential client. When
need to find meaning, enjoyluck. But being lucky is not
people come to your
ment, and fulfillment in what
as random as we might
open
house,
call
them
we do. If we hate what we do,
believe. We can influence our
it makes us miserable.
odds in the roulette of life!
back. They may not want
If you work in a structured
For this reason, we
that house, but if you know
and
organized
manner,
need to define success more
what they are looking for,
you can improve your luck.
broadly than just money, and
you might have another
Follow up with every client or
we need to think about what
property that would be
potential client. When people
those other things would be.
come to your open house, call
While you’re thinking about
perfect for them.
them back. They may not want
how to define success for yourself
that house, but if you know what
they are looking for, you might have
another property that would be perfect for them.
If you run into another agent during your
work, add them to your network and call them
from time to time. Set aside an hour every day
and take the time to start conversations, build
relationships, and gather leads!
•

Take care of yourself. If all that consistency and follow-through has you feeling
tired and overworked, you need to remember that you are your biggest asset. If you
run out of gas, you’re not going anywhere!
Taking care of your body and mind
is vital. Don’t skip breakfast. Shop ahead
for nutritious snacks so you don’t eat unhealthy fast food on the run. Switch off your
work phone at night, and get enough sleep.
At the same time, keeping a positive mindset includes taking time to be grateful for every
success, giving yourself credit for doing things
well, and investing your time and effort in
the things that bring you meaning, enjoyment
and fulfillment.

•

Ask for help. Even if you carefully follow
the first two tips, you can still become overwhelmed. Being a real estate agent can sometimes be a lonely road to travel, but it’s up to
you to build your community and network.

Home financing that helps
your buyers reach their goals
Ready to learn more? Let’s connect.
Wells Fargo Home Mortgage
Oceanfront | 300 32nd Street Suite 200
Virginia Beach, VA 23451 | 757-372-9301
https://www.wfhm.com/loans/oceanfront
Wells Fargo Home Mortgage is a division of Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.
© 2022 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. NMLSR ID 399801. AS5538279 Expires 03/2023

(continued on next page...)
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Governor signs REALTOR® health
insurance into law

G
Victoria Hecht

Vice President of
Communications,
Public Relations and
Media Relations

ov. Glenn Youngkin on April 11 approved
House Bill 768 and Senate Bill 335, opening
the door for Virginia REALTORS® to explore
offering health insurance options to membership.
The law, which goes into effect on July
1, 2022, is the first step in a process of
negotiating plans with potential
insurance
providers.
The
legislation passed the General
Assembly
with
nearly
unanimous
bipartisan
support, racking up a final
passage tally of 272 “yes”
votes to four “no” votes.
"With much gratitude for
the many years of leadership
®
from Virginia REALTORS®
and many supporters in the
General Assembly, we are
thrilled to share that the governor
has signed our healthcare bill into
law. Though there are challenges ahead
of us, this is great progress toward ensuring our
members have access to quality health care programs
at affordable rates,” said Hampton Roads REALTORS®
Association Chairman of the Board Barbara Sgueglia.
“Each member who took the time to take part
in the Calls to Action, contributed to RPAC and
had important conversations with their legislators

deserves a huge ‘thank you!’ Monumental times like
these are when our united voices and advocacy efforts
are felt the most. I hope each and every member feels
the REALTOR® pride today. This win will change so
much for so many. My sincerest thank you to
every single person who worked for this.
Together, we did it!"
The law comes after three
years of tireless advocacy by
the Virginia REALTORS®
Government Relations team
and statewide REALTOR®
®
response to Calls for Action.
According
to
National
Association of REALTORS®
surveys, 28% to 33% of
REALTORS®
have
no
healthcare coverage in any
given year. An association health
plan allows the self-employed
to purchase much-needed health
insurance through a professional or
trade association.
With the milestone passage and Governor’s
signing achieved, Virginia REALTORS® has created
a REALTOR® Health Insurance Resource Page,
including a REALTOR® Health Insurance FAQ, to
help members stay abreast of resources, updates
and clarifications. ⌂

The law comes
after three years of
tireless advocacy by
the Virginia REALTORS
Government Relations
team and statewide
REALTOR response
to Calls for Action.

(continued from previous page)
Your primary network will be the brokerage that you work
in. Ask your broker or fellow agents for advice or help when
you need it. As your network in the industry grows, you will
also develop friendships and collaborate with other agents.
Jim Rohn wrote, “You are the average of the five people
you spend the most time with.” Seek mentors from your network, people who you admire for qualities that you are still
working on. Your goal should be to have a network that brings
up your average!
•

Don’t stop growing. The real learning begins after
you get your real estate license and start working in the
field. Your knowledge and experience will give clients
and colleagues confidence in your abilities. The real estate market is constantly changing, so it’s vitally important that you stay on top of changes in the market.

One way to do this is to listen, observe and learn
from what your fellow agents and the other professionals, the investors, appraisers, loan officers, mortgage brokers, inspectors, and title companies, are saying and doing.
Finally, take full advantage of training courses offered
by your brokerage or by the various professional associations,
including HRRA. There are a lot of free or inexpensive resources out there. Whatever you do, do not stay stagnant!
Success is as unique as you are. Sure, it’s also about the money, but true success comes from building on the things that bring
us meaning, enjoyment, and fulfillment.
Reflect on what makes you feel good about yourself as a real
estate agent, and work to get yourself in deals and situations that
make you feel good about yourself. Invest in yourself, and you will
continue to grow and attract success! ⌂
Hampton Roads REALTOR® • May 2022
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Meet your 2022 Government
Affairs Committee

F
Jimmy Jackson

Chair, Government
Affairs Committee

ollowing the victories in the 2022 Virginia State
legislature, I think it is important to introduce
you to the Hampton Roads REALTORS®
Association 2022 Government Affairs Committee.
These members are dedicated to advocating for
property rights. They are also committed to bringing
issues to the forefront that affect their community and
the entirety of the Southside.
As chair, I will lead off the introductions. My name
is Jimmy Jackson, and I have been an active member
of HRRA for more than 18 years. I am currently in my
second term as the Government Affairs Committee
chair.
I am a member of the Virginia REALTORS® (VAR)
Public Policy Committee and assist in reviewing more
than 300 legislative bills before the General Assembly,
which are then narrowed down to those that have
the most impact on the real estate industry and the
Southside in particular. I am honored and humbled to
be entrusted with this critical duty.
Lee Halyard is vice-chair of
Chesapeake. He is the founder
and owner of Lee S. Halyard
&
Associates,
Realtors
in
Chesapeake. Another long-time
active member of HRRA, Lee has
brought his expertise in property
management to our members
as former chair of the Property Management &
Leasing Council.
Lee served our country in the U.S. Coast Guard
for 20 years. He is now bringing his passion to serve
to the Government Affairs Committee.

Kimberly Plourde is vice-chair
of Norfolk. She is a franchisee
and broker of EXIT Realty. She
has been a REALTOR® since
1998, working with buyers
and sellers in all of Southside
Hampton Roads and North
Carolina. A Norfolk resident,
she served HRRA as 2019 chairman of the board
and as Government Affairs Committee chair in 2021.
Kimberly is passionate about serving the Association

14
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and is a powerful advocate on the Government
Affairs Committee.
Sherri Thaxton is vice-chair
of Portsmouth. She has lived in
Hampton Roads for more than
40 years and is a Portsmouth
resident. Sherri has served real
estate clients in Hampton Roads
since 1997. She has served HRRA
on various committees and the
Board of Directors. She currently serves on the HRRA
Foundation Board of Directors in addition to her
duties on the Government Affairs Committee.
John Rector is vice-chair
of Suffolk. A Suffolk-based
REALTOR®, he is deeply involved
in his community and currently
serves as vice-chair of the
Planning Commission and chair
of the Committee on Ordinances.
John also serves on the Suffolk
Comprehensive Plan Update Steering Committee.
His work on the Government Affairs Committee is an
invaluable resource for our advocacy efforts.
Linda Harrison is vice-chair
of Virginia Beach: She is the
principal broker/owner of PIVOT
Real Estate Inc. Based in Virginia
Beach, Linda has served clients
throughout Hampton Roads.
She served as HRRA’s 2018
REALTOR®/Lawyer Committee
Chair and as the RPAC fundraising Chair in 2020.
Linda knows advocacy and the importance of using
our political influence in the General Assembly.
I am so grateful for the wealth of knowledge
and experience on the 2022 Government Affairs
Committee. Together, we will continue to advocate for
you, our treasured members.
Please remember that our efforts are made
possible by your investment in RPAC. ⌂

“That’s Who We R”
REALTOR® Spotlight
WHO: John Rector, REALTOR® with
Chorey & Associates Realty in Suffolk
HRRA MEMBER SINCE: 2017
REALTOR® ACTIVITIES/ACCOLADES:
I represent Suffolk as vice-chair on the
HRRA Government Affairs Committee.
I have attended several REALTOR®/
Lawyer Forums and learned a great
deal. If you have never attended a
HRRA-sponsored educational event, I
would strongly urge to attend one.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT: Most
of my community involvement centers
around two functions. On the civics
side, I am vice-chair of the Suffolk
Planning Commission. I also chair
the committee on ordinances, which is
responsible for instituting changes to
the local development ordinance. I have
also been selected to represent HRRA
on the committee to update Suffolk’s
Comprehensive Plan. In addition, I have
participated in the development of the
Capital Improvements Plan for Suffolk.
On the church side, I am senior warden
to our church’s governing body and serve
on the committee that oversees their
endowment. We are raising funds for
Ukraine relief efforts. I head a group
that provides advice to the larger church
organization to assist them in dealing
with matters that involve real property.
I CHOSE TO BECOME A REALTOR®
BECAUSE: I have always been
fascinated with buying and selling real
property. While the details have become
more complicated, the basic premise
has remained the same: to build longterm relationships based on honesty

and trust. Going through my parents’
effects after their passing, I found their
settlement documents from when they
purchased their home in 1960. It was
one page. With a standard purchase
agreement now 15 pages, our clients
rely on us more than ever to be there
for them. That is why developing good
relationships is so important. I love that
our Code of Ethics is as strong as it is.
FAVORITE REALTOR® BENEFIT:
Without a doubt, my favorite benefit is
access to agents from different areas
and the ability to get to know them. We
all have a shared interest in serving
our clients, but in speaking with other
agents you see the many ways that our
service to clients gets manifested. The
other is access to educational materials
available to members.
FAVORITE HRRA ACTIVITY AND
WHY: While I have not participated in
many events, the one that stands out
is the Government Affairs Committee’s
Day on the Hill trip. This is the day
local members travel to Richmond to
visit Virginia REALTORS® and our
local elected representatives to see
how legislation affecting our industry
is progressing through the General
Assembly. I was impressed by the
reception that we received from the
local representatives and how genuinely
impactful the work of the committee is to
the whole process. Please contribute to
RPAC. It makes a difference.

John
Rector
our newly elected lieutenant governor,
Winsome Sears, during Day on the
Hill. Our HRRA delegation was also
recognized by the House of Delegates
and the State Senate.
I AM PROUD TO CALL MYSELF A
REALTOR® BECAUSE: It means that
I am part of group of folks willing to
take their professional commitment to
the highest level to best serve clients. It
means I am willing to uphold and live
by a Code of Ethics that is stronger than
the basics expected of any real estate
agent. It also means that I am backed
by an entire organization dedicated to
helping me be as successful as possible.
BEST PIECE OF ADVICE FOR
FELLOW REALTORS®: Take advantage
of all of the activities that HRRA has to
offer. It will make you a better advocate
for your clients. We are a very talented
group of individuals, and we can all
benefit from sharing our knowledge with
each other.

MOST MEMORABLE HRRA MOMENT:
Getting to meet our local representatives
and newly elected attorney general,
Jason Miyares, and a surprise visit from

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • May 2022
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HRRA Foundation’s REALTORS®
Have a Heart for Edmarc

F

our dozen volunteers picked the perfect spring

REALTORS® Have a Heart event organizer, was one

day to brush up on their painting – literally

of the day’s volunteers.

– during the Hampton Roads REALTORS® As-

“Giving back to the people and communities we

sociation (HRRA) Foundation’s REALTORS® Have a

serve is a nice break from our everyday run-around

Heart event April 5 at Edmarc Hospice for Children.

business,” she said. “Just being able to come out, help

The REALTOR

®

outreach program

and support Edmarc is really rewarding.”
Edmarc was REALTORS® Have a

plans and organizes volunteer events
Victoria Hecht

for HRRA membership at charities
and nonprofits across the region

Vice President of

to give back to the communi-

Communications,

ties HRRA serves.

Public Relations and
Media Relations

Edmarc “believes a family faced with a child’s lifethreatening illness should
receive as much professional
support at home as possible.”
The center of these efforts is
the nonprofit’s headquarters in

REALTORS Have
a Heart and Edmarc
have enjoyed a long
relationship, with
HRRA traditionally
completing a project
for Edmarc in winter
or early-spring.
®

on track to complete nine volunteer activities and drives
benefitting charities, nonprofits and families across
The 757. Past REALTORS®
Have a Heart activities have
included

food

distribution

and pantry organization at
the Judeo-Christian Outreach

try projects for the Union Mission;

families of those served by Edmarc

Habitat for Humanity builds; painting,

may gather for support, learning, re-

landscaping and maintenance at the Ronald Mc-

resources. The organization’s headquarters are in a

Donald House; and grounds and maintenance projects

donated home, which also houses Edmarc’s offices.

for Camp Hope Haven, among many others. The pro-

REALTORS® Have a Heart and Edmarc have en-

gram also completely rehabbed the homes of a Gold

joyed a long relationship, with HRRA traditionally

Star Mom and a Navy veteran and conducted a door-

completing a project for Edmarc in winter or early-

to-door “bucket brigade” relief effort to help hundreds

spring. Previously, HRRA has done landscaping to

of Virginia Beach homeowners impacted by Hurricane

the grounds/gardens, repaired windows and other

Matthew’s massive flooding.

exterior features, organized toy and food closets for

The HRRA Foundation is a charitable nonprofit

the families served, and given the building a general

whose mission is driven by four pillars of communi-

spruce-up.

ty commitment: educating HRRA members and the

This year, the REALTORS® Have a Heart volun-

public about Fair Housing; working toward alleviat-

teers painted Edmarc’s sunroom and halls, includ-

ing homelessness; advocating for affordable housing;

ing hundreds of feet of trim. They also

and improving the quality of life of Hampton Roads’

cleaned the second floor and land-

neighborhoods through community service and finan-

scaped. They later enjoyed boxed
meals together in the spring
sunshine.
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the year. In 2022, the program is

Center; warehouse and food pan-

Olde Towne Portsmouth, where

flection, celebrations of life and bereavement

Heart’s second volunteer event of
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cial support.
Thank you to all who gave their time to this effort,
and to Beacon Property Inspections for sponsoring

Sherry Snyder, who serves

boxed lunch. Register now, and learn more about the

on the HRRA Foundation

June 2 REALTORS® Have a Heart event, at HRRA.

Board of Directors and as a

com/RHAH.

⌂
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Embrace RPAC and you’ll
discover how it helps YOU

I

Traci Lewis VanCamp

RPAC Fundraising
Committee and HRRA
Candidate Institute
Class of 2022

18

f you are like me, you most likely said, "I don’t
need to pay this REALTORS® Political Action
Committee (RPAC) contribution on my annual
dues invoice." So, you don’t. I admit, I did not either.
But you may change your mind when you learn
where the money goes and what it does to help your
business every day!
I am a property manager as well as a sales agent,
so it affects me every day in some way.
Who knew? I didn’t, but now I do! I learned
over the last few years why I needed
to contribute to RPAC and what
benefits being a RPAC contributor
can have.
One day over friendly
conversation
with
fellow
REALTORS® I started to
learn how RPAC could help
my business, especially
during
COVID.
During
the
pandemic
Virginia
REALTORS® continued to
work while many states did
not classify REALTORS® as
essential. But Virginia did!
Are you a property manager and
had to learn quickly how to receive rent,
what notices to send tenants and owners, and
how to evict tenants over the last two years? Those
RPAC donations helped educate property managers on
the new laws and moratoriums. We excelled through
uncharted territories and became quickly educated.
Virginia became the poster child of the Rent Relief
Program (RRP). Why? Again, RPAC contributions
at work!
I also used to say, “I hate politics.” Why? Because
I felt it gets ugly when someone is running for office
and opponent(s) post mean or unkind things about
each other.
Again, it's a learning process to see how/why to
run, campaign and hopefully win the election. RPAC
doesn't support one party over another. It’s about who
is supporting our REALTOR® issues and supporting
property owner rights.
A dear friend of mine ran for local and state
offices – won some and lost some – and is currently
serving their state in the House. Local RPAC dollars

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • May 2022

can help politicians like my friend. Did you know
that when members become RPAC Major Investors
and join the President’s Circle through the National
Association of REALTORS® (NAR), they can direct
their contributions to members of Congress identified
as REALTOR® Champions?
I did not know all these things
existed until last year. I immediately
became an RPAC Major Investor!
To become a RPAC Major
Investor, a member gives
a
personal
contribution
annually of $1,000 or more.
These contributions are 70%
retained by Virginia and
30% to NAR RPAC.
A member can even make
payments towards becoming a
Major Investor! Did you realize
becoming a Major investor is just
$2.74 a day? That’s cheaper than a
cup of java at most coffee shops!
Once you invest or commit to
becoming a major investor, you become a Sterling “R.”
Have you seen REALTORS® wearing a beautiful pin
on their lapel? Sterling “R” is just the beginning of
being an RPAC Major Investor. There are many levels:
• Crystal “R” is a donation of $2,500 and $1,500 to
sustain the second and subsequent years.
• Golden “R” is $5,000 the first year and $2,000 to
sustain the second and subsequent years.
• Platinum “R” is $10,000 the first year and $5,000
to sustain and subsequent years.
Again, payments can be made throughout the
year vs. lump sum.
Did you know HRRA hosts events and gives perks
for being a Major Investor? Did you see REALTORS®
with corsages and boutonnieres at the Circle of
Excellencesm celebration? Yup, they are all RPAC
Major Investors. How about the amazing parking spot
at HRRA designated for Major Investors?

A member
can even make
payments towards
becoming a Major
Investor! Did you
realize becoming a
Major investor is just
$2.74 a day? That’s
cheaper than a cup
of java at most
coffee shops!

(continued on next page...)
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Bloom where you are planted

I

Stacey Mason

Vice President of
Government Affairs

place to elevate the association to the “next level” of
sometimes find myself wondering what I would
political influence.
be doing if I could not be working in advocacy for
The 2022 inaugural class of future political
HRRA. Well, thankfully I do not have to find out.
REALTOR® leaders is an awe-inspiring combination
How often do you wonder what you would be doing
if you could not work in real estate, or if you
of members from throughout the Southside.
did not have a committee dedicated to
They
are
diverse
in
thought,
fighting for you at city council or
background,
experience
and,
This class is a
the General Assembly? I bet the
yes, humor.
model for inclusivity
alternative is unimaginable.
They represent a wonderful
that happens
At least it is for me.
cross-section of not only the
organically, born from a
Things do not happen
real estate profession but
in a vacuum. You and I are
also the communities where
common goal to make
at HRRA for a purpose.
we all live, work and play.
our business and our
Together, we have created
This class is a model for
lives better. They will
a political force in Hampton
inclusivity that happens
cultivate the seeds that
Roads as well as with
organically, born from a
will
make
our
industry
®
Virginia REALTORS . It is
common goal to make our
bloom long into
business and our lives better.
such a privilege to be a part
They will cultivate the seeds that
of HRRA and to help realize the
the future.
will make our industry bloom long
blossoming of the full potential of
into the future.
our political power.
I am so thrilled to be the staff liaison for such
One way we are blooming is through the
a group! I can hardly wait to see it grow year after year
Hampton Roads REALTORS® Association Candidate
and watch it bloom into a model for other associations
Institute. Our purpose is to plant the seeds of working
throughout Virginia and perhaps the country.
in the political arena, in members who have a passion
Advocacy needs you. Your REALTORS® Political
to participate in the political process.
Whether a member wants to serve on a local
Action Committee contribution works to advocate for
planning commission, like our own Government
REALTORS® and your clients. Through our political
Affairs Committee member, John Rector, or serve on
efforts, access to affordable housing, fair housing,
a campaign or run for office, or even work their way
building of beautiful communities, and the strength
through association leadership, the institute is the
of our association, it will continue to blossom. ⌂

(continued from previous page)
Now, let’s talk about the President’s Circle. I had no clue such
an amazing conference existed! In addition to your Major Investor
contribution with a contribution of $2,000, you can become part of
an elite group of REALTORS® known as President’s Circle!
Again, contributions can be paid lump sum or in $500 increments. These payments can be made towards your choice
of a member of Congress listed as a REALTOR® Champion. President’s Circle members receive invitations to register to an Issues Conference. The 2023 conference will be in
Cancun, Mexico!
As a fellow REALTOR®, I encourage you to embrace RPAC
and learn more about how RPAC helps you as a REALTOR®!
Do you remember trying to get flood insurance or even health

insurance? These are just a few issues that your RPAC dollars
are helping you, our industry and your clients.
Do you receive text or emails about notifying you to take
action? Again, RPAC at work!
When you see and hear a member speaking at a meeting
you’re attending, just remember this: If you haven’t paid your
“fair share” of $35 or more, it’s a great time to do so!
Join the REALTOR® Party Mobile Alerts system by texting
REALTOR to 30644. Curious and would like more specific
information? Click the “advocacy” link on either HRRA.com or
Virginiarealtors.org.
Remember to Vote/Act/Invest! ⌂
Hampton Roads REALTOR® • May 2022
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Affiliates spring event planning
kicks into high gear

S

Carrie Williams

Moderator, Affiliates
Council

pring has sprung! It’s easy to get caught up in
a kickball around the field for an hour or two. Both
the spring buying craze, but don’t forget about
teams are forming, and volunteers are needed to play.
two great events just around the corner and
No experience is required!
collaborated by the Affiliates Council. This month is
If you are interested in joining Team Affiliates,
our second annual Mini Golf Tournament.
please contact Mark Macuk at 757-335-5874. I’m
The Affiliates are super excited to join the
counting on a strong presence from the Affiliate
REALTORS® at Jungle Golf for another competitivemembers to win back that trophy.
yet-fun time. This event sold out in record
Along it may seem far in the future,
time! We want to thank HRRA’s
the summer months go by quickly.
members for their support in
Before we know it, we’ll be talking
It's been a
this event.
about kids going back to school,
challenging year
For
those
who
have
football and, of course, the HRRA
already for our real
signed up on a team, are
Chili Cook-Off. I encourage
estate market. I can’t think
you practicing your putt?
new Affiliate members to
of a better way to destress
The afternoon is sure to
attend the monthly council
than
hurling
a
kickball
be a great time as we will
meetings as the summer
be celebrating our scores
progresses. We will have
around the field for an hour
during the after-party at
lots of opportunities for
or two. Both teams are
The Shack. It’s wonderful
participation in the Chili
forming, and volunteers
to see this event thrive and
Cook-off.
are needed to play.
becoming a part of the HRRA
I’m thrilled by the growing
No experience
event calendar.
attendance at our Affiliate
is required!
On June 7, the popular
Council meetings on the second
®
REALTORS vs. Affiliates Kickball
Tuesday of every month (except
Tournament returns to City View Park in
August) at 9:30 a.m. Most meetings are
Virginia Beach at 3 p.m., followed by an YPNin person; however, we do pepper in a few Zoom
hosted After-Party at Back Bay’s Farmhouse Brewing
meeting when the agenda is shorter.
at 5 p.m. (See the flyer on page 10.)
All Affiliates who want to get more involved with
As Affiliates Council moderator, the pressure
HRRA should start by attending these meetings.
is on to beat the REALTORS® after several years of
Here you get a pulse on upcoming events and ways
losses. We are coming out strong this year! I have no
to support our REALTOR® community. We are also
always looking for new ideas and would love your
doubt it will be a thrilling competitive game. It's been
feedback. ⌂
a challenging year already for our real estate market.
I can’t think of a better way to destress than hurling

$50off

Move In/Out Clean
or Initial Clean*

*Call for details. Expires: 05/31/2022

What makes us heroes?
• EPA-approved disinfectant
• Wear protective masks
• Super satisfaction guaranteed

757-819-4941 • homecleanheroes.com/HRRA
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Trusted Real Estate Attorneys
Real Estate Closings
Loan Refinancing
Short Sale Negotiation
Landlord/Tenant Disputes

www.hangerlaw.com

Title Issues
Investors
Contracts
Zoning and Land Use

757-351-1510

Affiliate Spotlight: Chesapeake Homes
GET TO KNOW YOUR HRRA AFFILIATE MEMBERS

Company: Chesapeake Homes
Territory: We build in three divisions along the East Coast: Coastal Virginia,
Raleigh/Triangle and Coastal South Carolina.
Company details: 757-448-3742 or www.cheshomes.com
Year company established: 1991
HRRA Affiliate member since: 2014
Company specialties: We specialize in building new-construction homes and communities that offer quality, affordable
homes for buyers throughout our divisions.
Why we joined HRRA: We really wanted to build our relationship with the REALTOR® community throughout Hampton
Roads. A lot of times there is confusion about the new construction process. We want to be a familiar face in the area that
REALTORS® know they can come to have their new-construction questions answered and have a place to look if they have
clients that are interested in going that route!
Why we got into this business: Building a home is a huge part of someone’s life. It is a process that can take
approximately 8 months, and so much anticipation is put on that final product being everything that they hoped for. We all
like to remember what a mark we leave on the buyers who build with us and how much we contribute to their everyday lives.
Why we love doing what we do: Building a house is so much more than just building the physical dwelling. It truly is
creating a space for families of all kinds to come together and spend quality time. The last few years put a lot of weight on
the home and its use in the lives of many, from becoming makeshift classrooms and offices to your virtual entertaining spot.
From the second we create plans, we do so with the buyer in mind, and it brings us a lot of excitement when we can bring
something like a new community or new set of plans that we know the consumer will be excited about.
Our favorite satisfied-customer story: We have so many wonderful stories, but we like to think that our relationships
with our customers are a true testament to this.
Our favorite HRRA event and why: We have always participated in the HRRA Expo in the fall, and our team loves being
a part of that to meet all the REALTORS®! The themes are always a fun way to tie everything together!
Most memorable HRRA moment: This year, we have been making it a priority to attend the HRRA Affiliate meetings and
learn about all the ways that we can become more involved.
Best piece of advice to REALTORS®: We would give two pieces of advice. Don’t let selling new-construction homes
intimidate you and, to go along with that, use the on-site agent as a guide through the process!
The one thing we want REALTORS® to know about our industry is: A lot of builders will have inventory homes that
are curated by our Design Consultants based off of what options are proving to be most popular in a community. While this
has become the norm in the last couple of years due to rising construction costs, it is true outside of this market as well. This
will allow for an abbreviated build time for your buyers. Point being, don’t rule out new construction if your buyer needs a
home in a quicker timeframe.
HRRA’s Affiliate Spotlight is a monthly feature offering a closer look at the association’s Affiliate members.
Hampton Roads REALTOR® • May 2022
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Finding business in today’s
market

S

Mia Roberson

Moderator, Owners/
Managers Council

•

•

•

•

22

Send out an unsolicited video comparative
market analysis (CMA). Adding value to owners
without them asking is always a good idea. That’s
why recording a video of yourself creating a
comprehensive market analysis on your computer
(via something like Zoom or BombBomb) and
sending it to a homeowner is a great idea.
•
Lean into social media – Instagram,
TikTok, Facebook, you name it. Work
your social media accounts to
houses
educate would-be sellers on the
are known for drawing
opportunities that await them
curious neighbors in,
this season. Once you make
which is one good reason
initial contact on social
that they can be beneficial
media, follow up with more
to agents today who need
personalized touches, like a
more inventory. Chatting
phone call or coffee date.

pring is in full gear, competition is fiercer
than ever, and a lot of you are operating at
peak stress levels. From white-knuckle negotiations to nervous buyers to low listing inventory
to mental fatigue, there’s a lot to take in every day
right now.
To help you stay grounded, focused and ready for
whatever the market throws your way, take
a look at some simple, effective and
actionable activities that can make
Open
all the difference.

•

Review your CRM for
long-term leads, other
qualified leads you’ve
been in touch with
before, and past clients
neighbors up about the
to reconnect and see
current market conditions
Finally, its very important
if they’ve considered
that are ripe for sellers
to take care of ourselves. I
selling
their
home
is just one more way to
stole this next section from an
recently. Sometimes life
generate new
article because I am not good
circumstances can change
listings.
with this either. It’s a daily battle!
quickly, and sometimes all it
takes is the right real estate agent
Enjoy everyone!
asking the question at the right time.
Go through your phone contacts. Send a simple
Here are some self-care tips for busy agents courtesy
text that’s not real estate-related to see how
of Daryl Davis, CEO of Daryl Davis Seminars:
they’re doing and what’s new in their lives – and
wait to see if they bring up the market.
• “The way you eat can have a huge impact on how
Farming is old school but has so many
you feel. Although you may not be allergic to any
opportunities! Choosing a neighborhood where
foods, you may find that you feel better when you
residents might recognize your name to send out
leave certain foods out of your diet. Gluten and
calls, direct mail and emails can be an effective
dairy products are common sources of sensitivity,
way to generate new listings. It’s important to be
so consider an elimination diet to see if they affect
consistent with this type of soliciting. There are
your well-being.”
“subcategories” to this resource – FSBOs, expired
• “Find a way to move, even if you’re not much of an
listings and absentee owners. Remember, making
athlete. You don’t have to jog your neighborhood
these communications more personalized and
or hit the gym. Cleaning, gardening or an active
specific will yield greater chances of success.
hobby like ballroom dancing can get you moving
Open houses are known for drawing curious
without feeling like you’re back in physical
neighbors in, which is one good reason that
education class.”
they can be beneficial to agents today who need
• “Make time in your day for mindfulness, whether
more inventory. Chatting neighbors up about the
it’s a guided meditation or simply sitting quietly
current market conditions that are ripe for sellers
and focusing on your breath. It’s one of the best
is just one more way to generate new listings. Be
ways to make you less reactive and less stressed,
sure to take the proper safety precautions when
and you can do it virtually anywhere.” ⌂
hosting an open house, as well.
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Take a sneak peek at this year’s
Circle of Excellencesm fun
We can’t “mask” our enthusiasm for April 30’s Masquerade Ball-themed HRRA Circle of Excellencesm Awards and Gala.
Congratulations to all recipients, including REALTOR® of the Year, Jackie Feagin; Distinguished Property Manager
of the Year, Phil Kazmierczak; #1 Individual Salesperson, Susan Pender; #1 Mega Team, Team Bryant Homes; #1
Large Team, Steve Doll Team; #1 Small Team, CoVA Collective Realty LLC; and #1 New Homes, Kelly Morgan. Here’s
a sneak peek of the night’s fun at Hilton Norfolk The Main, with complete coverage and photos in the June 2022 issue of
Hampton Roads REALTOR®. In the meantime, don’t forget to pick up your award at HRRA offices from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday to Friday through July 2! – Victoria Hecht, Vice President of Communications, Public Relations and
Media Relations
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How to help yourself generate
business

I

don’t think I have to tell anyone of the chal-

You’ll never have two clients or two transactions that

lenges we, as agents, have been faced with these

are the same, and it’s important to be open to learning

past two years. From record-low interest rates,

and adapting.

increasing sales prices, low inventory and a surplus

Even after 18 years in the business, I continue to

of buyers, to (now) rising interest rates, (still) low in-

learn from my fellow associates and by attending the

ventory and rising sales prices as well as a surplus

various meetings held at HRRA. For me, education is

of buyers.

pivotal in my success. My confidence grows as

Our market has completely changed
Sherry Snyder

I feel more certain about what I know

over the past two and half years, and
with that there have been changes

HRRA Foundation

to the REIN Standard Purchase

Outreach Taskforce

Agreement and other forms. It
was for these reasons that I
thought it would be a good
idea to get back to the basics, and to me, that meant
training and accountability.
So, I asked my broker if
I could lead a risk reduction
class every Friday in our office
where we gather to read aloud

and how I can help people. When I
I think it’s
feel more confident, I talk to more
fair to say that
people openly about the real eswe all know what we
tate market and how I can be
should be doing to grow our
of service.
business, and I will admit I’ve
I think it’s fair to say that
been guilty of enjoying the
we
all know what we should
busy times and allowing my
be doing to grow our busilead generation to slide. But
ness,
and I will admit I’ve
we all know in this business
been guilty of enjoying the
that if you don’t work
busy
times and allowing my
today, you will not have
lead generation to slide. But
a paycheck next
we
all know in this business that
month.
if you don’t work today, you will not

and discuss the various forms that

go with the buyer side and seller side of
a transaction.

have a paycheck next month.
My year started off a little slow, but I took advan-

We’ve had great participation by both new and

tage of this and committed myself to doing the things

seasoned agents. I’ve always said one of the things I

I should be doing on a consistent basis. I set my goals

love most about this job is that I am always learning.

and tasks for the year and am sticking to them.
I’ve sent letters to absentee owners. I’ve taken advantage of various holidays to send handwritten notes
and do some pop-bys. I have held, and will hold, open
houses for every listing I have and will make the most
of those opportunities to get in front of people and best
serve my seller by properly preparing for the open
house. I will follow up on the leads generated from
those open houses.
For those of you who are buyers’ agents, you have
it tough. You may have to spend a little money and get
creative to help your clients. I’ve been working with a
young couple on and off for about three years. I first
met the husband in 2013. Since then I have worked
with several of his family members. He is now married and has a daughter, and they are ready for their
forever home.
(continued on next page...)
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(continued from previous page)
When COVID hit, it changed their income, and we put their search

succeed at the level they, or their family, needs. So, don’t be afraid

on hold. However, I continued to watch the market on their behalf

to reach out to your broker or an agent or group of agents within

because their desired search area was limited.

your office and ask if you can be accountable to one another.

They finally decided to concentrate their search on
one particular neighborhood. It’s where the husband grew up and his parents and grandparents still live. We’ve looked at several that
were within their budget. But as prices
increased, I realized they would soon be
priced out of that market, and I had to
do something proactive.
So,
narrowed

I

did
it

some
down

research
to

about

and
100

properties that they could possibly
afford in that neighborhood. I mailed out
a postcard saying I had a pre-approved
buyer who was interested in living there. I

I don’t sit open houses alone because I don’t feel
safe. But I know I need to hold open houses in

order to meet new people, so I have a partner
I have held,
for that.
and will hold, open
Within my office, I have an accountability
houses for every listing I
partner. We meet and review our buyer
have and will make the most
and seller presentations, keep our
of those opportunities to get
resumes and Zillow sales updated, and
in front of people and best
every January we mail out tax letters
serve my seller by properly
to the clients who purchased and sold
preparing for the open
homes
the previous year.
house. I will follow up on
We also mail out calendars around the
the leads generated
end
of the year holidays. We do the things
from those open
that are easily pushed to the back burner
houses.

got a response! My clients are thrilled! It cost

me about $100, and now my clients are getting
ready to move into their home (and I was able to list their
condo immediately).
This is a funny business. We’re all independent contractors.
We want to run our own business, but not everyone has the drive,

when you’re working alone.

I hope this article has been a good reminder, or
nudge, of things you can do to generate more business.
If you can make a commitment to implementing just a couple of
these tasks on a consistent basis, I promise you this will lead you
to success! And, if it does, I would love to hear about it.

⌂

or motivation, or courage, to do what needs to be done in order to
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ROI and conquering functional
obsolescence

H

Christopher Perry

Moderator, Appraisers
Council

26

ow much will it cost? And how much will be
the return? These are the two big questions
that accompany any upgrade folks do to their
homes. Appraisers can help answer the second, and
the first you can probably assume is, “More than you
expected. You’re welcome. Yours Truly, Inflation.”
Not all improvements will necessarily “add” value.
They can, however, act to prevent a loss in value.
What value does it add if I replace my
Polybutylene piping with modern PVC? My roof is in
really bad shape; how much value will it add if I have
it replaced? My pool needs a new liner, how much… ?
Well, you get the point. These are all great
questions fielded daily by appraisers.
Polybutylene (let’s just call it “Poly”) piping is a
great example.
As a quick reminder, this “water pipe of the future”
was used extensively in our market from about 1978
through 1995. That is, until it started falling apart
and flooding everyone’s houses. A few lawsuits later,
its usage dried up (pun intended).
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As you know we still find it from time to time.
In appraisal-ese we call this a functional obsolescence
(otherwise known as a reduction in desirability
or usefulness due to a design feature that can’t be
easily updated).
Fast forward to today, and you have a listing
coming up that has Poly. The house next door just sold
and is exactly like your listing…except it has PVC
piping.
In order to cure the functional obsolescence or
bring your home up to snuff with the Joneses’ home,
you will need to replace the Poly. In doing so you’ve
cured the functional obsolescence and the associated
drop in value. Take that, depreciation.
All in all, while not every upgrade you make will
bring the return on investment you may be looking
for. Sometimes the most valuable upgrade is the one
that saves you from a headache down the line.
After all, it is still your home…or someone else’s…
and you want to live there.
See you out there! ⌂

Utilize your benefits to be
the change

“

Katie Verhalen

Young Professionals
Network

What do I even get for my money I give to be a
REALTOR®?” I can’t tell you how many times I
hear that statement. Since getting involved with
our local REALTORS® Association I am excited to tell
you, I have answers!
The benefits of being a REALTOR® go well
beyond name recognition. Professional development,
education and networking are just the beginning.
The Young Professionals Network (YPN) Committee
is the best place to get started. It’s not about your age.
It’s about learning and getting to know about
what being a REALTOR® means and how
to get involved.
In becoming a REALTOR®,
you actually receive three
memberships for the price of
one. The National Association
of REALTORS® membership
is the foundation of the core
services. At the state level,
the Virginia REALTORS®
offers a free legal hotline, an
Inman News subscription,
Tech Hotline and Contract
Forms. Our local association,
HRRA, is where the heart of
being a REALTOR® is.
HRRA offers multiple free
trainings every month, discounted
continuing education and designation courses,
a highly coveted recognition program, the Circle of
Excellencesm, safety resources, no-cost networking
events (including the free HRRA Homecoming, which
is a family event), prize giveaways at HRRA forums,
publications like this magazine, and a free Coastal

Virginia subscription. Hermit Crab racing, anyone?
HRRA has that, too.
It also offers you the opportunity to give back
to the community we serve as a volunteer through
the HRRA Foundation’s REALTORS® Have a Heart
program. And, of course, HRRA advocates for
protecting homeownership rights and the dealing
with the housing crisis.
Your membership gives you access to several real
estate websites to help you with your business. Use
your houselogic.com benefit for plug-and-play
social media (instantly share articles
on your Facebook and Twitter),
RSS feed, newsletters, and
®
customizable buyer and seller
guides. Talk about content!
Or access to the Center
for REALTOR® Financial
®
Wellness packed with tools
and education to ensure
your financial success in
the industry.
My
personal
favorite
that I use for every listing
appointment is REALTORS®
Property Resource (RPR®) with
rich demographic and economic
data. In addition, every member has
access to the academic database, EBSCO.
Once you start you will see how much more
you will get from attending events, joining committees
and councils, and attending educational sessions. The
leadership skills that I am developing through my
participation are worth more than money can buy.
Growing my business and professional development
though networking, education and leadership
training…I have gotten this all for the same price you
pay every year.
You’re already paying for it. I wonder what you
can get out of your membership if you use it?
Being a REALTOR® means so much more than
money or awards. Being a REALTOR® is being
involved in protecting the integrity of our community
and protecting homeowner rights. Diversity issues,
affordable housing, becoming essential during
the pandemic and more: These are the topics the
association is at the table working hard to improve
with lawmakers.
HRRA makes a difference in our real estate
community. Stop talking about it. Be the change. Get
involved and use your membership. ⌂

Being a
REALTOR means
so much more than
money or awards.
Being a REALTOR
is being involved in
protecting the integrity
of our community
and protecting
homeowner
rights.
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Helping veterans achieve the
homeownership dream

P
Jackie Feagin

Chair, Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion
Committee, and 2021
HRRA REALTOR® of
the Year

utting the “fair” in fair housing is a recurring
with a centralized, affordable, and accessible method
theme for me this year. We often zero in on the
of purchasing homes as a benefit for their service to our
various protected classes when we think about
nation” (https://www.nar.realtor/newsroom/realtorsfairness. Yet, as we know, hurdles – mostly invisible
2022-president-testifies-before-house-committee-ontoday – remain to prevent some from achieving the
veterans-affairs-on-removing-barriers).
goals of equal opportunity for all Americans.
As Rouda noted, the VA program “provides many
unique benefits” that other programs don’t, including
Veterans, for instance, may or may not be members
no down payment requirement, competitive interest
of a protected class. At times, however, these would-be
rates, limited closing costs, no required private
home buyers utilizing VA loans are finding it difficult
mortgage insurance, and no loan limit on
to have their offers accepted in an increasingly
funding based on local median home
tighter seller’s market, where cash offers
price. It’s also a “lifetime benefit,”
and conventional financing are king
which means the program may be
(https://magazine.realtor/dailyFor Hampton
used more than once. (See the
news/2022/03/24/fha-va-loanRoads, where activefull benefits at https://www.
demand-drops-on-higher-rates).
duty and retired
benefits.va.gov/homeloans/.)
In fact, according to a
For
Hampton
2021 survey, only 30% of
military make up a
Roads, where active-duty
sellers said they would be
large percentage of the
and retired military make
willing to accept an offer
population, a seller’s
up a large percentage of
backed by a VA or FHA loan
the population, a seller’s
(https://magazine.realtor/
reluctance to accept
reluctance to accept an
daily-news/2022/03/24/fha-vaan offer backed by
offer backed by a VA loan
loan-demand-drops-on-highera VA loan is
is concerning. For some who
rates).
concerning.
qualify for a VA loan, it's the
Let’s explore the VA Home
only way they can buy a house.
Loan Guaranty program and what it
It was that way for my family when
offers.
we bought our first home in 1986 with an
As noted by National Association of
interest rate of 15%.
REALTORS® (NAR) 2022 President Rouda Smith, in
Our elected leaders recognize that, although
testimony to the House Committee on Veterans’ Affairs
veterans aren’t a protected class, the debt our nation
during the December 2021 hearing titled “Removing
owes to them and their families as a group is great.
Barriers to Veterans Homeownership,” the program
Perhaps a brief overview is helpful.
is a “vital homeownership tool that provides veterans
President Abraham Lincoln was the first U.S.
president to assert the nation's debt to its veterans
and families. In his second inaugural address, he
declared the following: "To care for him who shall have
borne the battle and for his widow, and his orphan."
Lincoln affirmed the government's obligation to care
for those injured during the war and to provide for the
families of those who perished on the battlefield.
Those words, on engraved plaques, flank the
Veterans Affairs headquarters building today and
became the VA’s official motto in 1959.
So, let us turn our attention to the Certificate of
Eligibility for a VA direct or VA-backed home loan as
one walks the path to homeownership. That benefit
provides an affordable way for veterans to become
homeowners. The program celebrated its 75th birthday
in 2019. Congress and the president partnered to
(continued on next page...)
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PMLC explores ways to get the
job done easier
“Inspections, Automations & Outsourcing” proved a hot topic for April’s Property Management & Leasing Council Forum,
drawing a full house as attendees sought info to streamline their processes and best serve clients. Special thanks to
presenter Phil Kazmierczak and to forum sponsor Hanger Law. The next PMLC Forum will be at 11 a.m. June 21 on the
topic “Ask the Lawyer.” – Victoria Hecht, Vice President of Communications, Public Relations and Media Relations

(continued from previous page)
create the Servicemen's Readjustment Act, which was signed into
law by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in June 1944.
The law, better known as the GI Bill of Rights, was sweeping
legislation aimed to level the playing field for those who served our
country during World War II. In some ways, it reshaped the course
of America. VA loans played a critical role in that development.
Nearly every decade since its passage, Congress has updated it to
help veterans and their families to become homeowners.
Several decades later, this government-backed mortgage
program is more critical than ever. Its less-stringent credit
requirements and the ability to purchase with no money down on
the purchase have made VA loans a lifeline for military borrowers,

many of whom would struggle to secure home financing otherwise.
		
Lincoln would be proud of the country for taking care of
its veterans. The process is based on appraisal like any other loan.
(You have some good appraisals and some bad appraisals, just like
any other loan.)
As we put the “fair” in fair housing, let us not forget that
veterans and their families need and deserve help as much as
other qualified buyers, and that help is the VA Home Loan
Guaranty program. Remember the sacrifices veterans have paid
for this benefit as we observe Memorial Day this month, and
hope that fellow citizens who have served their country achieve
homeownership as part of the American dream. ⌂
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MOTIVATIONAL CORNER

The subtle power of integrity

H

Emil Nazaryan

2021 Member AtLarge, HRRA Board
of Directors, and 2017
HRRA Rising Star of
the Year

Since we already covered the meaning of integrity as
ave you heard the word integrity? You sure
it’s generally used and understood in our daily lives,
have! It’s everywhere. You see it used on billlet’s dive far deeper into its source. We determined
boards, ads, company mottos and even police
that integrity is in your own nature, possibly as a
cars. You often hear it in the news. And when you do,
slowly smoking coal waiting to be ignited.
you recognize it as something positive.
What is the spark that is going to ignite this lifeBut have you ever dived into the true meaning of
changing flame?
integrity? Have you investigated what constitutes
It’s probably not what you expect.
integrity and what’s its source?
The name of this spark is selflessness.
For a blanket understanding of
The beginning of highest integrity
this word, let’s turn to its opposite.
Have you found
is the removal of the self and selfInstead of using its antonym,
it within you, and are
interests from your actions.
how about we look at some
you making deliberate
Doesn’t it sound paradoxical?
examples? Here they are!
use of this power? Have
It is, and it is the truth.
Cutting corners to get a
you
made
integrity
into
But how?
higher return, lying and
To find out, you have to shift
deceiving people, looking out
the motivating factor
the
motives of your actions.
for your own gain at the sake
behind your actions?
Start doing the right thing,
of hurting others, attacking
If you have, then you
even (and especially) when no
people, polluting and littering
must
be
spiritually
very
one is looking and no one will
the environment…you get
advanced. Kudos
ever find out. Don’t say anything
the picture.
to you!
about anyone that you wouldn’t
Now, let’s turn to you
say
looking straight into their eyes.
specifically. Do you possess integrity?
Exercise at least one deliberate integrous
The answer is a whopping YES! Of course,
action each day where only you and no one else
you do. It is an inborn human quality. The next
knows about it. Make this into a firm habit. It’s not as
set of questions are trickier. Have you found it within
hard as it sounds.
you, and are you making deliberate use of this power?
Here are a couple of examples, and you can surely
Have you made integrity into the motivating factor
think of more.
behind your actions? If you have, then you must be
• Pay for people behind you at the drive-thru, and
spiritually very advanced. Kudos to you!
don’t wait to see the expression on their faces.
But if you haven’t, or you haven’t all the way,
• Send random letters to strangers with inspiring
there is no need to worry. This article will point you in
and encouraging messages. It may be the best
the right direction.
thing that happens to them that day.
• If you know someone is struggling financially and
you are in a position to help, put some cash in a
blank anonymous envelope, and leave it in their
mailbox.
• Water wildflowers if there have been several days
of hot sun with no rain.
• If you see trash in public parking lots, pick it up
and take it to the trash can.
Do you get the idea? These are actions that no
one impels you to do (and no one will blame you if you
don’t do). The only reason you do them is because they
are the right thing to do.
(continued on next page...)
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(continued from previous page)
However, it doesn’t end here. There is another piece to the
You may ask, “What does picking up trash in the parking
puzzle to this paradox. The more you focus on welfare and welllot have to do with integrity? Who cares about it? Who is going
being of others and the environment and the less you focus on
to appreciate it?” That’s exactly the point. It doesn’t matter who
your self-interests, the more you will find yourself
cares, knows or appreciates. You’re doing it because this
surrounded
by
opportunities,
abundance
builds up your own integrity.
and blessings.
This next point is crucial, so take a good
When you keep
You will never have to chase success as
note of it. If you miss it, you’ll defeat the
this lifestyle, you will
success will find you in every corner.
whole purpose. Here it comes: Do not credit
soon notice that you
But perhaps, most important of
yourself and inflate your ego as someone
all, there is a subtle, invisible and
who’s doing kind deeds and good actions.
can’t live otherwise.
enormously powerful consequence to
If you do, you will fall into the trap of
Integrity will become a
living with integrity. You may not even
building a sense of superiority over
way of living and all your
be aware of it!
others. Instead, forget about who did the
actions will stem from this
Even so, you will be like a
action and focus on how these actions
motive
unconsciously.
bright flame, giving light and warmth,
affected the recipients. When you switch
This kind of life is most
and other people will be coming to you to
your focus on this, you will feel instant
light their own candles, and in time they
warmth and gratification and a giant smile
gratifying, peaceful
will
turn into flames just like you. Soon
will illuminate your face. This is the sign that
and content.
you may look up and see the world as a much
you’re on the right path.
brighter place!
When you keep this lifestyle, you will soon
And how did this start? You will look back and
notice that you can’t live otherwise. Integrity will become
marvel how actions so small, unknown and unappreciated by
a way of living and all your actions will stem from this motive
others could lead to brightening the world. ⌂
unconsciously. This kind of life is most gratifying, peaceful
and content.
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LEGAL CORNER

“Nondisclosure is permitted;
concealment is not.”

A
John Faber, Esq.

Williams Mullen

32

nother Virginia court has emphasized that
Of the claims that the court allowed to proceed, its
an “as-is” clause in a residential purchase
analysis of the actual fraud claim and the VCPA claim
contract will not protect the seller against
may be the most instructive for home sellers.
claims based on concealment of property defects by
In Virginia, a home seller is allowed to insert an
the seller.
“as-is” clause in a contact. In fact, the Virginia Real
On Feb. 1, 2022, the 20th Judicial Circuit Court
Estate Board publishes the Residential Property
of Virginia, covering Loudoun, Fauquier and
Disclosure Statement listing number of physical
Rappahannock counties, allowed a
and legal aspects that homebuyers may
number of claims against a selling
want to investigate when purchasing
Making no
couple based on their alleged
a home, but expressly stating
representation
or
concealment of mold.
that the owners make no
warranty as to a
In the case of DeLeon v.
representation or warranty as
condition of the property,
McGaha, Pamela J. DeLeon
to the listed items.
however,
differs
from
sued Paul and Frances
Making no representation
concealing the condition
McGaha for allegedly hiding
or warranty as to a condition
so that the buyer cannot
extensive mold infestation
of the property, however,
find it using due
in a house the McGahas
differs from concealing the
sold to DeLeon. According
condition so that the buyer
diligence. Such
to DeLeon’s complaint, the
cannot find it using due
concealment can
mold resulted from water
diligence. Such concealment
amount to “actual
leaks in four different locations
can amount to “actual diversion,”
diversion.”
and the McGahas concealed the
which is one of the elements of a
mold by several methods, including the
claim for actual fraud in the sale of
installation of prefabricated sheets of faux
a home.
wood flooring, plywood, drywall patches, paint and
In addition, the Virginia Supreme Court has held
drawer lining paper.
that “as-is” language in a contract does not protect
Nevertheless, DeLeon asserted that she
a seller if the seller has engaged in actual diversion
subsequently found mold in the laundry room, two
through concealment. In this case, DeLeon alleged
bathrooms serving bedrooms in the house, and under
that the supposed covering over of mold in various
the kitchen sink. DeLeon claimed that she and her
locations in the house constituted actual diversion
family developed skin rashes, headaches and other
on the part of the McGahas, and the court found that
medical issues caused by the mold, and that she
allegation sufficient to allow the claim to proceed
suffered mental distress from seeing her family
to trial.
members become sick.
With respect to the claim for violation of the
DeLeon thus sued the McGahas for actual fraud,
VCPA, the McGahas argued that VCPA only applies
constructive fraud, violation of the Virginia Consumer
to “suppliers” and DeLeon had not shown that they
Protection Act (VCPA), intentional infliction of
were suppliers under the act. The court explained
emotional distress, negligent infliction of emotional
that the VCPA prohibits the misrepresentation by a
distress and conspiracy, plus punitive damages and
supplier in connection with a consumer transaction
attorneys’ fees.
that goods have certain characteristics. A consumer
The McGahas denied all the claims and asked
transaction includes the sale or offering for sale of
the court to dismiss them. The court dismissed the
goods or services to be used primarily for personal,
constructive fraud claim, the intentional infliction
family or household purposes.
of emotional distress claim and part of the punitive
The act also defines “goods” to include real
damages claim but let all of the others go forward.
(continued on page 39)
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Are you gambling with your
clients?

A

Mary Garner Devoe

Old Republic Home
Protection

re you playing a casino game so to speak?
I don’t think any of us would knowingly
or intentionally gamble with our clients’
money. Yet if you are not making clients aware of
the availability of a strong home warranty, you are
placing a bet that's almost certain to lose – a 77%
chance of losing.
On Feb. 22, 2022, CNBC reported on insurance
company Hippo’s research that shows 77% of
homebuyers face unexpected repairs in their first
year of homeownership. That means without a
solid home warranty the homebuyer has
a 77% chance of losing!
These were not anticipated or
expected repairs – not things the
new homeowners plan to fix or
replace. These are surprises
that run from unpleasant to
bank breaking. Here is the
report’s breakdown:
• Repair
costs
under
$1,000 – 34%
• Repair costs $1,000$2,499 – 30%
• Repair costs $2,500-$4,999
– 23%
• Repair costs $5,000+ – 13%

On Feb. 22,
2022, CNBC
reported on insurance
company Hippo’s
research that shows
77% of homebuyers
face unexpected
repairs in their
first year of
homeownership.

This translates to 66% of homebuyers
spending $2,500 or more on unexpected repairs
in their first year of homeownership!
It should come as no surprise that the likelihood
of such problems increases when buyers are waiving
inspections to “win” a house. Add to that the fact that
buyers are waiving appraisals and paying far above
asking price just to buy a house. Sixty-eight percent
of buyers said they paid above asking price.

Mary Garner DeVoe
Account Executive
T: 800.282.7131 Ext. 1296
C: 804.453.8757
MaryGarnerD@orhp.com
my.orhp.com/marygarnerdevoe
www.orhp.com
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This is a national survey, and research indicates that
number to be higher in the Hampton Roads area.
How many buyers are prepared for these
expensive surprises, and how many of them have a
spare $2,500 plus to spend on an unexpected problem
with their new home?
How can a solid home warranty protect your
clients from some of these expensive repairs and
benefit them?
• Rekeying locks: A number of home warranty
companies offer some kind of benefit for rekeying locks.
• Military service: Many home
warranties honor active, reserve
and retired military clients.
Some companies discount the
cost of the warranty by $25
to $50.
• Pre-existing
conditions: This can be slippery
slope as no warranty covers known pre-existing conditions. For example, if an
inspection cites something,
that is a “known” pre-existing
condition. Does your home warranty cover “unknown pre-existing
conditions,” and how do they define
that term?
• Dollar limits: Does the home warranty have
dollar limits on heating and air conditioning systems? And, if so, how much?
• Is age of an appliance or system a factor
with your warranty? Some warranties depreciate the dollar amount they will pay based on the
age of an appliance or system, which drastically
reduces the amount they will spend.
• Does your warranty cover replacement as
well as repair? Some warranties only pay for
repairs and if the item or system cannot be repaired, they do not cover replacement.
• Items under manufacturer’s warranty: Even
though something may be relatively new, it may
still malfunction and/or break.
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There are many other benefits for your clients and important nuances to different home
warranty plans.
Best wishes for continued fortitude and
perseverance. Together, we’ve got this! ⌂

Pave the path that fits you best

W

hether you measure success in terms of

Some trees may create a roadblock, but it is

wealth, actions, outcome or even rewards,

important to remember that it’s not about the obstacles

one thing is certain: Success is not just

but how you plan on overcoming them. Let a bridge over

given but earned.

the tree limb be a piece of advice you receive from your

The path you traverse towards your desired

direct line of command. The experience that they have

outcome may look different than your coworker’s or

accrued may relate to what you are going through and

neighbor’s, and that’s OK! Paving your own

can bridge the gap between the unknown of how

way to success is critical. Ensuring that
Riley Jade “RJ”

you are being original (not to say

Alston

influence cannot be heavy by
another like a mentor or guide)

Director of Marketing,

is key to creating your own

United Atlantic

methods, moves and mindset.

Realty

Whether

you

are

just starting out in the
professional world or already
seasoned in your industry,
you benefit from looking at
the direction you are walking
and discerning if it is still going
in the direction you desire.

to solve a problem versus the known of
the issue blocking you from success.

Think of
your way to
success as a road
on a blank terrain.
Each piece of
knowledge you gain
from outside sources
plants a tree
along the way.

There is never a moment that you

touches? Think of each goal that
you set as the steppingstones
beneath your feet that carry
you through every obstacle
and ultimately what allows
for

you

to

achieve

your

desired success and outcome.
Some

steppingstones

are

bigger than others, and we
call those milestones. These
milestones are the biggest pavers

on your road as they represent goals

cannot alter your trajectory to keep you
working towards the success you feel is deserved

Remember those personal

that are key in your career or personal life.
Paving a way that has specific goals set to you and

and have worked for. Remember that just because you

where you are at in your life is the only way to achieve

may be starting at the base of the mountain and your

success. If you follow the same plan as another person,

coworker is on the cliff above you, that does not mean

you may fail since the two of you may not have the

they did not start at the same position you are now in.

same life or work experience. Keeping yourself front

As a young professional new to the corporate world

and center of every intentional move that you make

and real estate and mortgage industry, I have learned

will only contribute to your personal touches that keep

very quickly that paving my path is not just essential

your path your own.

but also something that does not come without great
help from those around me.
Including the guidance of coworkers, family
members, friends, and anyone who cares about you

Just like steppingstones and milestones, your
personal

experiences

and

associated

mindsets

and attitude are what will shed light on every step
you take.

and your success will shape your steps, paint the

Paint the sky with the vibrant, and sometimes

scenery and aid you along the way. That’s not to say

dark, colors that represent your lessons learned,

that you have not included your own personal touches.

experiences gained, and span of emotions and mindsets

I would not have a path as sturdily built, or a

that have accompanied each facet along the way.

cadence as steadfast as I do, without these influences.

So, remember to always pave the path that

Think of your way to success as a road on a blank

fits you best and allows for your journey to

terrain. Each piece of knowledge you gain from outside

success shine.

⌂

sources plants a tree along the way. These trees
eventually grow as you begin to dive deeper into these
seedlings of knowledge.
Hampton Roads REALTOR® • May 2022
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3 ways agents can benefit from
an online sales consultant in
new construction

W

hat is an online sales consultant (OSC) in
the new-construction home-building industry? This relatively new term has been

stop-shop for all new construction information.
•

Online Sales Consultants can help to bridge the

up and coming in the business over the last 15 years.

gap between the on-site team and the agent. They

They are a unique group of individuals (often

can pre-register a client’s information with the

referred to as “unicorns”) who are the first point of

OSC. The OSCs can then add them to their CRM

contact for all incoming new construction leads.
They answer questions, engage with the
Stephanie Moffett

community individually. OSCs are truly the one-

and keep the agent informed on what is going
on. When they are ready for a personal

potential buyer, listen to customers’

tour of any of the models, the agent

is documented as the buyer’s
With overall,
agent and the OSC makes sure
in-depth knowledge
current home or situation.
they are taken care of. This is
about all things new
Simply put, they are a
to ensure the relationship is
construction, an OSC
matchmaker! And they do all
continually built and trust is
can lead agents to
this while lead generating/
ensured across the board.
success. While assisting
nurturing and reminding
• Online sales consultants
the agent in finding
the customer that they are
can help foster relationships
their client the perfect
there to help. An OSC sets
with new-construction trade
home, OSCs are a
appointments for agents and
partners.
Oftentimes,
the
wealth
of
customers alike to visit newonline sales consultants and the
information!
construction communities and
builder’s marketing team go hand
needs, and provide solutions to

Chesapeake Homes

their dissatisfaction in their

assists them in finding that perfect

in hand to help spread the word on

new home!

new-construction communities in the area.

It is no secret that searching for that perfect

Whether it is a current community actively selling

home is hard, and everyone can benefit from an “Easy

or an upcoming opportunity for the agent’s client,

Button”!

OSCs can help provide information by hosting

Here are some ways that the OSC can help

events, working with others in the industry, or

facilitate the home-buying process:

participating in expos and trade shows! This will

•

help foster friendships and first-hand information!

Online sales consultants can be the “Easy Button”
for our real estate community. As experts in the
builder’s

communities,

locations,

inventory,

With overall, in-depth knowledge about all things

upcoming communities and current availability,

new construction, an OSC can lead agents to success.

one call, text or email to the OSC could provide all

While assisting the agent in finding their client the

the information the agent may need. All

perfect home, OSCs are a wealth of information!

of this without having to call each

They know all communities with their builder, have
first-hand knowledge of current and upcoming new
home availability, and aid in building trust and
understanding between the on-site team and the real
estate agent.
An OSC in the new-construction industry is
certainly the “Easy Button” that all real estate agents
should utilize with their builder of choice.
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SECOND-QUARTER 2022
CLASS SCHEDULE
Visit the Alpha College of Real Estate website at
alphacollegeofrealestate.com, call 757-427-1740, or log in to
your member profile at HRRA.com to see the current course
offerings and to register.
Don't forget that you can register for Alpha classes through
your HRRA IMS log-in, too!
• Continuing Education: 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
April 14: Required Topics, $60
April 12: Related Topics (4 Hours each: Contract Pitfalls and Real
Estate Pitfalls), $30 each
May 10: Related Topics (4 Hours each: Contract Pitfalls and Real
Estate Pitfalls), $30 each
May 19: Required Topics, $60
June 9: Required Topics, $60
June 7: Related Topics (4 Hours each: Contract Pitfalls and Real
Estate Pitfalls), $30 each
• Broker Licensing Brokerage Class (Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-1 p.m.)
April 25- 29, 2022
Instructor: Doug Wolfe
Final Exam, May 2, 9 a.m.
• 8-Hour Broker Management Continuing Education
(8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.)
May 12		
Instructor: Cliff Wells
• Principles of Real Estate 3-Week Classes (Monday-Friday,
9 a.m.-1:15 p.m.)
April 4-25 (no class April 22)		
Instructor: Lisa Moore
May 9-31 (no class May 27 or 30)
Instructor: Lisa Moore		
June 6-27 (no class June 24)		
Instructor: Lisa Moore
• Eight-Week Principles of Real Estate (Tuesday and Thursday,
6:15-10:30 p.m.)
May 10 - June 28
Instructor: Jim Williams
The cost for Principles classes is $350 plus $58.30 for the
textbook. *Students who take Principles and are recommended by
an agent receive $10 off their book.
• Proctored Exams ($50 fee may apply) will be offered on the
following dates:
April 13 at 1 p.m.		
April 22 at 9 a.m.
May 18 at 1 p.m.		
May 27 at 9 a.m.
June 3 at 9 a.m. 		
June 22 at 1 p.m.		
June 24 at 9 a.m.
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“Anything goes,” or does
it really?

“

Bobby Parker

Summit Home
Inspections

It’s crazy not to get a home inspection.”
These very words were heard recently on NBC’s
“TODAY,” and it’s comforting knowing I’m not
alone in this sentiment. In this anything-goes market,
there are myriad unorthodox things happening — and
waiving the home inspection is an unfortunate trend.
I also believe and am starting to witness a backlash to this trend as people settle into their new home
and regret not having it inspected. As consumers, isn’t
it reasonable to spend .1% of the home price to verify
its condition? With all this said, here are
some various types of home inspections
that will suit almost any need.
•

•

38

As

and will probably sell quicker and with
less hassle and more trust form the buyer.
How does this benefit the agent? The sale will
go quickly and smoothly.

Red-flag inspection (for investors): This is an
inspection of the major systems and components
of a home to see if there are any “red-flag” items
that might prohibit the purchase. The report will
serve as an abbreviated punch list of items to fix
to make the property safe and livable, and
the investor can use it to calculate the
approximate cost of doing so which
ais in their purchase decision.
consumers,
•

Standard home inspecisn’t it reasonable
tion (for buyers): Buy• New residential structo spend .1% of the
ers and agents are fature, or NRS (buyers, new
home price to verify its
miliar with this one as
home purchase): Just like
it’s the most common.
it sounds, this is an inspeccondition? With all this
The home is inspected
tion of a brand-new home.
said, here are some
from top to bottom,
Why would you need that
various types of home
and a report is created.
when everything is new?
inspections that will
It
includes
informaEven the best builders use
tion on the all the syssubcontractors
and cannot be
suit almost any
tems of the home as well
involved in every aspect of the
need.
as the deficiencies found.
build. This leaves room for misHow does this benefit the
takes and deficiencies and this inspecbuyer? You will know if and how
tion will find them. This allows the buyer
things are functioning, the age and condito ask for any necessary repairs prior to move in.
tion, and whether any repairs are necessary to
make the home safe and comfortable. You and
• 11-month warranty (builders warranty inyour agent can then decide what to ask the sellers
spection): Most new homes come with a one-year
to fix or whether your budget allows you to fix it.
warranty against builder defects. After living in
How does this benefit the agent? The agent
the home and operating the systems, this innow has an organized list of deficiencies from
spection will find deficiencies and defects for the
which they can make the PICRA and/or peace of
builder to fix prior to the warranties expiration.
mind knowing it’s a good home. If it’s a “house of
The inspection is normally done after 11 months,
horrors” and the buyer decides not to purchase
allowing a month to accomplish the repairs.
it, the agent will look like a hero for choosing the
knowledgeable home inspector that helped them
• Walk-through (consultation inspection for
navigate away from a potentially bad situation
buyers): This inspection is more like a verbal
and living in a money pit.
consultation. If you are looking to get a general
idea of the condition of the property to help with
Pre-list inspection (for sellers): This inspection
your purchase decision, this one is for you.
is usually arranged by an agent and performed
for the seller before the house goes on the market.
So, there it is folks. If you are a home buyer or
How does this benefit the seller? They
agent, this gives you a list of the various types of innow have a list of deficiencies to fix prior to
spections that will be right for you or your client. ⌂
any potential buyers seeing the home so that,
when it is shown, it is in better condition
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Serving others as a pathway to
success

Warren Thrasher,
NMLS #2244361

Team Loan
Consultant, Caliber
Home Loans

Wouldn’t it be nice if there was a clear path to success?
If you Google “how to be successful,” you will find a
variety of suggestions, including “be determined,”
“set goals,” “build good habits,” “grow your skills,” “be
passionate,” “have discipline” and “be persistent.”
We can all agree that those things can lead to
success. However, they focus entirely on ourselves and
not others.
Let’s talk about serving others
as a pathway to success. Your
determination, goals, habits
and skills mean little without
using them to help others.
Why? Because without other
people, we have no referrals,
no clients and no business!
In
serving
others,
we focus away from our
needs towards the needs of
others. This may be done in
many ways.
One way directly relates to
our business. By striving to meet
the needs of others, we are providing a
valuable service to them.
All we must do is address their needs and help
them toward their goals. By doing so, we become their
helpful guide. This creates goodwill, which strengthens
our reputation, which builds referrals, and directly
creates more future business for us. This would
be a relationship approach versus a transactional
approach.
Another way we serve others indirectly relates to
our business.
Science shows that serving others boosts our
mental health and overall wellbeing. This could be

volunteering, consoling a friend who is having a hard
time, encouraging a new agent, supporting a charity,
or buying someone lunch.
When we do these things and feel good afterwards,
we bring that positive energy into our business
interactions. Studies show that when we are in a
bad mood, clients are more likely to shop us and less
likely to continue to work with us. By being
the best version of ourselves, we will
attract and retain more business.
Finally, it helps to remember
that wherever we are today in
our lives, somebody helped us
get here.
Perhaps it was a caregiver,
teacher, employer, coworker,
or friend. One constant in
this world is that we need
one another. If we want to be
the best version of ourselves,
it starts with serving others.
Simply find someone in need
and help!
We can also look to successful and
influential people in the past who lived a
life of service. Motivational speaker Jim Rohn said,
“Whoever renders service to many puts himself in
line for greatness, great wealth, great return, great
satisfaction, great reputation and great joy.”
Albert Einstein said, “Only a life lived in the
service of others is worth living.”
Martin Luther King Jr. said, “Life’s most
persistent and urgent question is, ‘What are you doing
for others?’”
Perhaps there is a clear path to success! ⌂

Your
determination,
goals, habits and
skills mean little without
using them to help
others. Why? Because
without other people,
we have no referrals,
no clients and no
business!

(Legal Corner, continued from page 32)
property. Further, a “supplier” means, among other things, a
seller who engages in consumer transactions.
		 Based on those definitions in the VCPA, the court
concluded that DeLeon had effectively alleged that the McGahas
were suppliers of goods (the home) under the VCPA and allowed
that claim to go forward as well.
The court’s ruling in the DeLeon case means that the claims
for fraud, VCPA violation and certain other counts can proceed to
trial. DeLeon will still need to prove all of the elements of those

claims in order to prevail.
Nevertheless, sellers and the REALTORS® who represent
them should take the DeLeon case as another reminder of the
distinction between nondisclosure of a potential problem with a
property and concealment of the problem with the property.
Nondisclosure is permitted; concealment is not. Failure to
recognize that distinction could subject sellers to claims for fraud,
violation of the VCPA, attorney’s fees and punitive damages. ⌂
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Are you working smarter, not
harder, to grow your real estate
business?

L

eads are the lifeblood of your business, and

Of course, the closest source is your current

they begin with laying a foundation of healthy

prospects, past and present clients, family and friends,

relationships with those you serve. In real es-

and those people you know in business. Perhaps you’re

tate one of the biggest challenges is lead generation is

a member of the Chamber of Commerce and go to

building and deepening relationships that grow a very

networking events. You may go to lifestyle networking

prosperous business. Why is it that so many agents

events. There are people you do business with, like

do not do that? Many times, when I ask an agent how

your dry cleaner or mechanic. There are people at

large their contact list is, they look at me as
Brenda Wise

SmartWise Protection

your place of worship. Maybe you belong to

say, “What contacts?” I hear that from
seasoned and new agents alike.
Leads will flourish with the
more you put into building
relationships

with

buyers

and sellers. Understand the
full value in your sphere of
influence,

which

includes

friends, family, colleagues,
prospects, and your buyer
and sellers. Leads need to
be nurtured, appreciated and
followed up with consistently to

a book club or wine club. Think about

Leads will flourish
with the more you put
into building relationships
with buyers and sellers.
Understand the full
value in your sphere of
influence, which includes
friends, family, colleagues,
prospects and your
buyer and sellers.

marketing

can refer you to others.
Consider

your

mortgage

lender, title and insurance
companies,

your

warranty
inspectors.

home
provider,

All

of

these

vendors can be excellent
lead sources to help when
building your network. What
are you doing to build and
nurture those relationships?

Of course, you have all the social

reap the rewards.
In

the subcontractors you know who

it

takes

five

media platforms that can help build

to

your leads. The key for these strategies is when

12 touches to turn a prospect into a client,
according to Richard James, CEO of Automated

someone likes your post, make a comment and begin

Business Results, LLC. Unfortunately, most agents/

to follow them and like their posts. It’s a part of

entrepreneurs are not willing to make the effort or be

your long game, but you can build great friendships

patient in nurturing those relationships.

through social media. Some of you may choose to buy

Statistically, 48% of business owners never follow
up. James states that 80% of individuals are closed

leads from online sources for anywhere from hundreds
to thousands of dollars.

after the fifth to 12th touch or connection. Follow

As you can tell the sources for leads are available

up is another area where agents must consider the

in many different places, but it’s how you begin to

magnitude of business that can come from effective

nurture those leads that makes the difference in and

follow-up skills.

for your business. Some may see this as too much

We all have our areas of genius. For some

work.

agents it’s negotiations. Others are great at creative

Maybe you have worked smarter, not harder, by

financing. Some agents have amazing patience to help

understanding the “lifetime value” of your clients.

their buyers and sellers through the process. As an

Have you ever stopped to think about what that

agent, you wear many hats, and it takes practice or

means and how you can leverage that client?

enrolling in webinars or classes to boost your skills.
Let’s review all the ways in which an agent can
generate leads. The possibilities are endless.

Here is an example. You help a client buy or sell
a home. We know the average homeowner looks to
upgrade or downsize within eight to 12 years, so what
(continued on page 44...)
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(From the Chair, continued from page 3)
with Virginia REALTORS® (VAR) and National Association of

outside your comfort zone and do something you would not

REALTORS (NAR) staff taught participants about an array of

normally volunteer for.

®

things, from issues we focus on to the "how" of the political
process.

put in when you take the time to get involved. It's

We hope this program will serve as a model
around the country. Keep an eye out for the
participants as they work to represent
our Association in the community. And,
please, consider applying next year!
Your Leadership Team, leaders who
represent you at VAR and NAR, as well
as several staff members attended the
NAR Legislative Meetings May 1 to 6
in Washington, DC. They learned a lot
and brought back a whole lot of useful
information to help your business and our
Association grow, plus information on how to

You truly get WAY more out of your Association than you
been an amazing quarter-and-a-half of 2022,

You truly
get WAY more
out of your Association
than you put in when
you take the time to get
involved. It's been an
amazing quarter-and-ahalf of 2022, and I look
forward to all that is to
come for the rest
of the year.

protect and serve our communities. This is free
annual event. Please consider joining us next year. It's

and I look forward to all that is to come for
the rest of the year. I also look forward
to passing the torch to Jeremy Caleb
Johnson in 2023. PLEASE complete
your applications ASAP! The Board
Service window closes May 15, and the
Committee Service window closes in
September.
Until next month, I'll leave you with one
of my favorite Mother Teresa quotes: "I
can do things you cannot, you can do things
I cannot; together we can do great things."

I truly believe in "us"! Thank you for all
you do!

⌂

a fantastic time!
I hope YOU will consider how you may best serve your
Association in 2023! As we look to begin the process of building
the 2023 leadership roster, I urge you to reach out and apply
for something you know you'd be great at. Or even better, step

(CEO Corner, continued from page 4)
I have a visceral reaction when I hear things like, “The
association doesn’t do anything for me.”

Barbara Sgueglia challenged us all to “elevate,” a task force of
dedicated members and staff worked to create the Hampton

Understand the history of organized real estate. Watch
how, every day, your peers are investing their

Roads REALTORS® Association Candidate Institute.
The institute will ensure a deep bench of

informed and trained members who can actively
Today, NAR
engage in public service, be it running for
continues to push for
a school board or applying for a seat on
government-sponsored
the board of directors of a community
enterprises (GSE) reform
organization.
in order to revise the
Many of our members individually serve
country’s housing finance
in public office and in the community,
system so that the GSEs
and this is wonderful. But, as NAR
could never endanger the
has shown us and proven, it is through
country’s financial stability
organized effort and a unified and large
voice that we can impact our local market,
again, as it did during
economy
and neighborhoods. The Candidate
the crash of 2008.

time, talent and dollars into ensuring the real
estate market is always strong, ensuring
that during a crisis such as COVID-19
our members could keep working rather
than being side-lined as nonessential,
ensuring that financial markets can
continue to support real estate and,
most importantly, always being in front
of government so that they understand
our voice cannot be denied.
If you are selling houses or drafting
leases today, you are doing it because of
all the association (local, state and national)

has accomplished in the past and what it is doing
today for its members.
As a local, we are a small part of a large machine, but within
our association we are mighty. When our 2022 HRRA Chairman

Institute will become the conduit for a greater

REALTOR® voice in Hampton Roads.
I will end this article with a quote that is one of my
favorites: “Together we stand, divided we fall.”
Happy selling! — Dawn

⌂
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HRRA’s newest REALTORS® are
ready to roll
April showers bring May flowers and…a lots of new REALTORS®! Check out the smiling faces of HRRA’s April new-member orientation
and Code of Ethics class. Students received their ethics training from veteran instructor Becky Claggett, plus heard about the benefits of
becoming involved in the Young Professionals Network from committee chair Elaina Kirk and the benefits of REALTOR® advocacy from
RPAC Fundraising Committee member Stacie Gosiene. Attendees also learned about HRRA’s many benefits, the HRRA Foundation’s That’s
Who We R volunteer program, the National Association of REALTORS®’ consumer awareness campaign and much more. Culminating the
day was graduation, with receipt of the REALTOR® “R” pin, completion certificates and more. Special thanks to sponsors BridgeTrust Title,
Old Republic Home Protection and Dragas Companies. Wear your REALTOR® “R” pin with pride, and welcome to HRRA! – Victoria Hecht,
Vice President of Communications, Public Relations and Media Relations
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Welcome, New HRRA Members!
PROSPECTIVE REALTOR® MEMBERS
Tracy Albert
Debra M. Allen-Davis
Nathan J. Armistead
Jessenia Aponte
Brynn Bain
Donelle Barrett
Brenda E. Betancourt
Khaela S. Black
McKenzie S. Barreto Bonilla
Dion Curtiss Bridges
Curtis C. Bryant III
Gayon Burford-Williams
Amy B. Burgess
Ainaliz Calloway
Tyler R. Campbell
Kelli L. Caplan
Charles J Casteel
Sandra Christmas
Francisco J. Corbella
Lamonica S. Dalton
Miranda G. Darling
Crystal A. Davis
Kelvin B Demps
Sean Donovan
Lillie Driscoll
Aaron H. Fraser
Edith M. Fischer
Rachael L. Foley
Anthony D. Gaither
Marsha Gantt
Micah Gardner
Gina D. Gayle
Nikki George
Tangela Green
Tiffany Gregg
James J Griffin III
Jennifer D. Haeffner
Christian S. Harris
Oscar Soto Iaizarry
Patrick J. Istilart
Vanda G. Jaggard
Kenita L. James
Shawn Mark Wayne James Jr
Richard C. Javier
Autumn D. Jenkins
Pamela Jo Johnson
Tiffanie L. Joyner
Matthew Hartnett
Elizabeth Kana Huisa
Janet Kidd
Dorrian S. Langford
John Dane Lemmon
Alexis Lohse
Michelle Manning
Brandon A. Martin
Amanda M. Maupin
Harold G. McMillan
Robert W McTyre
Julia Meyers
Joseph E. Moe
Griselle Molina
Michael O. Mowry
Deborah J. Mundy

RE/MAX Central
Keller Williams Town Center
ERA Real Estate Professionals
Iron Valley Real Estate Hampton Roads
Howard Hanna Real Estate Services
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Towne Realty
eXp Realty LLC
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
RE/MAX Allegiance
Iron Valley Real Estate Virginia Beach
Christopher Jordan Inc.
Redfin Corporation
RE/MAX Prime
eXp Realty LLC
Keller Williams Town Center
eXp Realty LLC
Howard Hanna Real Estate Services
Reeds Real Estate LLC
eXp Realty LLC
eXp Realty LLC
eXp Realty LLC
eXp Realty LLC
Century 21 Nachman Realty
EXIT Realty Central
Real Broker LLC
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
eXp Realty LLC
Rose & Womble Realty
Atlantic Sotheby’s International
Keller Williams Elite WB
Crescas Real Estate
Rose & Womble Realty
District Real Estate
Better Homes & Garden Native American Group
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
United Atlantic Realty
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Towne Realty
Canzell Realty Inc.
World Class Realty
RE/MAX Prime
Keller Williams Elite-WB
eXp Realty LLC
Swell Real Estate Company
Swell Real Estate Co.
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Redfin Corp.
Century 21 Nachman Realty
Crescas Real estate
Judy Boone Realty
Rose & Womble Realty company
RE/MAX Prime
eXp Realty LLC
Fathom Realty VA LLC
Re/Max Prime
Seaside Realty
Redfin Corporation
757 Realty LLC
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
eXp Realty LLC
eXp Realty LLC
Rose & Womble Chandler Property Management
The Real Estate Group
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices

Vuong T. Nguyen
Victoria R. Nelson
Benjamin M. Pickerel
Lisa M. Pittman
Todd F. Pleasants
Kristine Plummer
Paige L. Powers
Victoria L. Prince
Sneha Rana
Tiffany N. Roberson
Nathaniel Roldan
Teresa S. Rollins-Thorpe
Veronica Russell
Linda S. Salzman
Danielle N. Scalise
Analyn Scarborough
Maxwell T. Schrumpf
Sheena A. Shedrick
Nicole I. Shields
Sean Slaughter
Matthew R. Smith
Andrea Swihart
Richard A. Tate
Anthony C. Thompson
Joseph Tucei
Courtney J Watkins
Sudan Weng
Donesha A. Wiggins
Wendy F. Williams
Allison G. Wolf
Christopher M. Wright

Century 21 Nachman Realty
Keller Williams Elite-WB
District Real Estate LLP
Redfin Corporation
Better Homes & Garden Native American Group
Swell Real Estate Co.
Rose & Womble Realty
Berkshire Hathaway HomeService
OWN Real Estate LLC
eXp Realty LLC
ERA Real Estate Professionals
eXp Realty LLC
The Real Estate group
1st Class Real Estate Realized Dreams
Atlantic Sotheby’s International
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
eXp Realty LLC
Rose & Womble Realty
Victory Allegiance Realty INC
Momentum Real Estate LLC
Keller Williams Town Center
Atlantic Sotheby’s International
Rose & Womble Realty
The Real Estate Group
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
The Bryant Group
Green Tree Realty Hampton Roads
eXp Realty LLC
KBL Companies LLC
Keller Williams Elite-WB
Onyx Realty Partners LLC

NEW SECONDARY MEMBERS
Mirtes Happy
Steven DuBrueler

Real Broker LLC
Coldwell Banker Premier

NEW BROKER FIRMS
G Daniels & Company
Hampton Roads Realty Team LLC
DBA Mr. Rivera Realty Group LLC
United Atlantic Realty

David Drogus
Ronald Rivera
James J. Griffin lll

NEW SECONDARY BROKER FIRMS
Real Broker LLC
Coldwell Banker Premier

Mirtes Happy
Steven DuBrueler

HRRA MEMBERSHIP AS OF MAR. 31, 2022
Active REALTORS®:

4,081

Affiliate Members:

623

REALTOR® Life:

45

Affiliate Offices:

170

REALTOR® Emeritus:

98
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(Are you working smarter, not harder, to grow your real estate business?, continued from page 40)

does that mean for you? They’re looking for an agent to assist
them. Are they going to cause your phone ring or not? It’s
unfortunate, but most buyers and sellers forget their
agents within a year or two because they have
not stayed in touch.
Have you done a great job maintaining
that relationship? Do you send them
birthday cards for the family and family
pet (no joke)? Have you congratulated
them over the years on celebrations
or sent sympathy cards? How about
cards wishing them good health and
prosperity rather than the traditional
holiday card? Then, when it’s time to
downsize or move their parents into senior
care facilities, they think of you.

pay for new leads and then take time to build new relationships.
It really comes down to this: Are you working
smarter,

We know the
average homeowner
looks to upgrade or
downsize within eight
to 12 years, so what
does that mean for you?
They’re looking for an
agent to assist them. Are
they going to cause
your phone ring
or not?

Maybe it’s time that their children want to
buy a home or other relatives are looking to buy or

not

harder,

to

grow

your

real

estate business?
There are wonderful systems on the
market that allow you to fully automate
all of this with full personalization and
customization,

including

your

own

signature. What about a closing-gift
system that automatically sends your
buyers 10 touch-closing gifts (every 90
days) over 24 months, providing you a
constant stream of repeat and referral
leads so that it's working for you in the
background?
Believe it or not, I have found a few

that accomplish this for under $100 per month.
Would that be worth it for you? If you want to raise the

sell their home. Maybe a neighbor has asked for a referral for

level of care you give your clients and beat the competition, there

an agent to assist them in buying and selling their home. It’s

has never been a better time. Yes, we are in a crazy market now,

so much more cost effective to maintain relationships with your

but it won’t last forever.

present and past clients for the long term instead of scrambling to
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